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ABSTRACT 
 

In this project we will discuss a few promising physical and chemical technologies for the 
utilization and conversion of CO2 from a power plant into viable economic products.  
This task has been performed as part of a broader effort to appreciate the global concerns 
of increasing atmospheric concentrations of CO2 and particularly the role of the recovery 
and utilization of CO2 from industry.  This project will be used in part towards 
development of a solution for optimal CO2 utilization. 
 
Various existing and future utilization technologies were explored in this project for 
optimum CO2 utilization.  The main areas of interest were microalgae biomass 
production (pond and bioreactor production), supercritical CO2 extraction technology, 
fixation of CO2 into organic compounds (production of various chemical products), and 
CO2 reforming of methane. The feasibility of these processes was evaluated according to 
their thermodynamics, energetics, production rates and yields, product values and 
economics.   
 
The value-added products that can be produced from these four main technologies are:  
biomass (high and low grade), biomass derived products (pharmaceutical, chemical or 
nutritional), synthesis gas (methanol, fuel and chemical production), specialty products 
(extracted using supercritical technology), organic carbonates (linear, cyclic or 
polycarbonates), carboxylates (formic acid, oxalic acid, etc), salicylic acid and urea.   
 
It should be noted that the amounts of CO2 consumed for making the chemical products 
are relatively small, but the advantages of the value-added products and the environment-
friendly processing plus the CO2 avoidance compared to the conventional energy-
intensive or hazardous processes make CO2 utilization an important option in CO2 
management. 
 
In conclusion, there are various methods that can be employed to utilize the inherent 
value of CO2.  Any of the methods proposed in this project can make use of CO2 to 
produce value-added products in environmentally friendly ways.  
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1. Introduction to project 
 
1.1 Problem statement 
 
Can value be added to current processes or emerging technologies to generate 
valuable products by the utilization of CO2?  Emphasis has been placed on value added 
products and processes and not in the amount of CO2 utilized. The overall scheme for this 
project is shown in Figure 1.1.1. 
 

 
Figure 1.1.1: Overview of CO2 utilization project. 
 
1.2 Project assumptions 
 
The amount of CO2 emitted from a 500 MW coal-fired power plant is assumed to be 9.0 
x 106 kg CO2/day (9.0 ktons CO2/day) or 3.3 x 109 kg CO2/yr (3.3 Mtons CO2/yr).  It is 
also assumed that the power plant is operating 365 days/yr and the individual proposed 
CO2 utilization methods (biological, supercritical, and chemical) are operating 365 
days/yr unless otherwise stated.  Each method incorporates reasonable assumptions 
where necessary to optimize process conditions and to predict present and future trends 
and values. 
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2. Biological utilization 
 
2.1 Algal mass culture pond systems 
 
2.1.1 Introduction 
 
Carbon dioxide from various industrial sources (power plants, chemical industries, etc) 
can be converted to biomass using algal mass culture pond systems. The main advantage 
of using pond systems is that the technology is very well known and various commercial 
systems already exist.1-4 Algal pond systems are currently the most economic method to 
produce biomass on a large scale.1-4 For the effective conversion of CO2 to biomass, 
studies have to be conducted to define growth characteristics of various organisms 
(microalgae and seaweed).  The products obtained from algal mass culture can be of very 
high value (for example, pharmaceutical or food grade Spirulina or Chlorella).1, 4-7 
Extraction technologies of algal biomass can provide very valuable bio-pharmaceuticals 
(antioxidants, carotenes, etc) and specialty products (toxins, coloring agents, etc).1, 4-7 To 
illustrate the design process for mass culture pond systems, the production and processing 
of Spirulina platensis will be discussed. 
 
2.1.2 Microalgae and seaweed selection for CO2 fixation 
 
Microalgae can be isolated from various diverse sources, including rivers, lakes, ponds, 
springs, soil, seawater, basically anywhere in the world.1-4, 8, 9 Effective CO2 fixating 
organisms must be selected from these samples using various selective growth conditions 
(CO2 tolerance, temperature, etc).8, 10, 11 A few microalgae species that are commercially 
used are discussed in Table 2.1.1. 
 
Microalgae and seaweed species must be selected that show optimum growth with CO2 
as the carbon source and that can be cultivated at moderate temperatures and pH.  Some 
organisms have been isolated using flue gas, but studies to date have only been 
performed at a bench-scale (currently, no commercial ponds use flue gas).8, 10, 11 One of 
the major problems with using power plant flue gas, is the lowering of the pH of the pond 
due to NOx and SOx species present.8, 10, 11 The pH can be controlled in a pond system by 
the addition of CaCO3.8, 10, 11 Two very promising organisms are Chlorella sp. (Figure 
2.1.1) and Spirulina platensis (Figure 2.1.2). 
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Table 2.1.1: Various organisms used to produce biomass. 
Microalgae Description/growth parameters3, 4, 9 

Spirulina platensis Spirulina is a multicellular, filamentous blue-green algae.3 
Various commercial Spirulina production plants currently in 
operation.1-4, 12 
 

Growth rate : 30 g/m2·day dry weight.  
Temperature : Optimum between 35 – 37 °C.  
pH : 8.3 - 11.3, 4 Very tolerable to pH change.  

 

Chlorella sp. Chlorella is a unicellular organism that can be found in almost 
any water environment (fresh water and marine).  
 

Growth rate : 26 g/m2·day dry weight.  
Temperature : 35 – 37 °C (depending on specie). 
pH : Depends on specie.   

Enteromorpha clathrata Enteromorpha is a marine seaweed that can be grown in 
shallow ponds.9 Very little agitation is needed.  
 

Growth rate : 28 g/m2·day dry weight.  
Temperature : Optimum between 24 – 33 °C.  
pH : 7.5 - 8.0.9 Relative pH sensitive.   

 

  
Figure 2.1.1:  Chlorella fusca.13 Figure 2.1.2:  Spirulina platensis.14 

  
Seaweed, when compared to other biomass production, has a higher growth rate and 
yield.9, 15 The major advantage of seaweed biomass production is the amount of genera 
that are known and that are currently being commercially grown.15 Seaweed production 
has the advantage that cultivation can either take place in a pond system or directly in the 
sea.15 In this study, we will not be considering production directly in the sea due to 
environmental constraints and concerns. Most commercial seaweed farms cultivate 
seaweed in the ocean near the coast.  Recently, studies have been conducted to determine 
the effect of this farming on the surrounding marine ecology.16 It was found that intensive 
seaweed farming could affect natural sea grass growth and this may disturb important 
ecosystem functions.16  
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2.1.3 Pond location and climatic conditions 
 
Tropical or semi-tropical areas are the most practical locations for algal mass culture 
systems.3 The location chosen for construction has to consider the following: 
 
• Evaporation  

Evaporation is a significant problem in dry tropical areas (where the evaporation rate 
is higher than the precipitation rate).1 A high evaporation rate increases salt 
concentration and pumping costs due to water loss.1 

• Precipitation  
A high precipitation rate can cause dilution and a loss of nutrients and algal biomass.1 
In regions with high precipitation rates, overflow spillways and storage ponds have to 
be installed to prevent biomass loss.1, 4 

• Humidity 
With low relative humidity, high rates of evaporation occur that can have a cooling 
effect on the medium.1, 4 With high relative humidity and no winds the medium may 
heat up (even up to 40 °C).1, 4 The best humidity location is at an average humidity of 
60%.1, 4 

• Water 
A location must be chosen where there is a constant and abundant supply of water for 
the mass culture pond systems.1, 4 

  
2.1.4 Technical aspects of pond design 
 
Types of ponds available 
 
There are two major types of ponds for mass cultivation of microalgae:  Horizontal ponds 
and sloped cultivations ponds. 
 
Table 2.1.2: Various types of horizontal ponds for algal production. 
Horizontal ponds Comments 
Raceway ponds Most preferred pond system used in commercial plants.1, 3, 4 
Circular ponds Disadvantages are that it is expensive to construct due to 

reinforced concrete.1, 3, 4 High-energy consumption and 
difficult to obtain turbulence in the center of pond.1, 3, 4 

Closed ponds Closed ponds are not exposed to the atmosphere but are 
covered with a transparent material.1, 3, 4 Main advantage is the 
prevention of evaporation and constant temperatures.1, 3, 4 The 
disadvantages are light reduction to the pond and the increase 
in capital layout per pond.3 

 
The second type of pond system is the slope cultivation pond.1, 3, 4 This type of system is 
designed to create a turbulent flow while the algal culture passes through a sloping 
enclosure.4 The main disadvantage of this method is the cost involved.4 
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Figure 2.1.3: Circular ponds (Chlorella 
production in Taiwan).17 

Figure 2.1.4: Raceway pond (Spirulina 
platensis in California).17 

 
Lining 
 
The main factor that determines the lifespan and durability of an algal pond is the 
material used for the construction of the bottom and the walls (lining).1, 4 Presently 
commercial algal ponds are lined with either concrete or plastic.1, 4 Plastic is considered 
the most cost effective for pond lining, provided it is UV-resistant (polyvinylchloride).1, 4 
Concrete linings require a much larger initial capital investment and are not 
recommended for large-scale operations.1, 4 The main requirement for a good lining is 
that it has to be resistant to chemicals, UV-resistant, non-toxic, easy to seam, able to 
prevent loss of media and be temperature resistant.1, 4 
 
Mixing and turbulence 
 
Mixing of the pond is the most important parameter for consistent, high algal mass yield.4 
The main reasons for constant mixing of the culture are the following: 
• Prevent the microalgal cells from sinking to the bottom of the pond.  If many cells 

sink to the bottom of the pond it will cause cell deterioration and anaerobic 
decomposition (cause “dead” areas in the pond).1, 3, 4  

• Mixing ensures that all the algal cells come in contact with nutrients, CO2 and light 
for optimum growth.1, 3, 4 

• Ensure that produced oxygen is removed from the culture system. Oxygen causes 
inhibition of photosynthesis if present in high concentrations.1, 3, 4 

 
Various techniques can be employed for effective turbulent flow within the pond system 
and are illustrated in Table 2.1.3. 
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Table 2.1.3: Various types of mixing techniques for algal ponds. 
Mixing method Comments Picture 

Paddlewheel Used in most commercial algal ponds. 
Mixing parameters very well known.  
Power demand is 600 W (100 m2 pond).3, 4  

Free propeller Only been tested in experimental ponds. 
Not suitable for filamentous algae. Power 
demand is 600 W (100 m2 pond).3, 4  

Pumps and gravity 
flow  

Used in large-scale slope cultivation 
plants.4 Power demand is 200 W (100 m2 
pond).3, 4  

Injector The algal suspension is injected through a 
nozzle and CO2 is added to obtain high 
turbulence and high CO2 transfer rates.4 
Not suitable for filamentous algae.4 Power 
demand is 1000 - 2000 W (100 m2 pond).4 

 

Airlift  Very simple installation.  This system 
ensures high CO2 utilization efficiency and 
reduces over saturation of O2.3, 4 
Difficulties in large-scale cultivation.  
Power demand is 195 W (85 m2 pond).4  

Low technology 
methods  

Manual stirring is used.  This method is 
labor intensive.3, 4 

 
 
Supply of CO2 to mass culture 
 
The flue gas of the power plant will provide the carbon source for these organisms.8, 10, 11 
It was assumed that flue gas consists of 20% (v/v) CO2 and is the only source of carbon 
for the organisms (very little to no atmospheric CO2 is utilized).  It is also assumed that 
the flue gas has been processed to ensure that no particulates, arsenic, mercury or NOx 
and SOx are present.  If SOx and NOx are present in the flue gas, the pH of the pond must 
be monitored to ensure that it does not fall below the optimum pH.  When CO2 dissolves 
in water it may appear as H2CO3, HCO3

- and CO3
2-, depending on the pH.1 Dissolution of 

CO2 in water can be written as: 
 

CO2 + H2O ←⎯→ H2CO2 ←⎯→ H+ + HCO3
- ←⎯→ 2 H+ + CO3

2- 
 
Microalgae use the CO2 in its HCO3

- form and excrete OH- ions that elevate the pH of the 
pond.1, 4 Therefore, the pH of the pond can be used as a monitor to evaluate the state of 
the pond.1, 4 If the pH rises (due to OH- ions) then it indicates that optimum growth is 
occurring. The pH levels are maintained at optimum (8.3 - 11 for Spirulina) by the 
addition of CO2 to the pond.1, 4 Various methods can be employed to supply CO2 to the 
pond system (Table 2.1.4). 
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Table 2.1.4: Supply methods of CO2 to mass culture. 
CO2 supply methods Comments CO2 utilization 
Bubbling method 
(Figure 2.1.5) 

Gas is supplied in the form of fine bubbles.  
Problematic in shallow ponds, residence 
time in pond is not sufficient to allow the 
CO2 to be dissolved.1 A lot of CO2 is lost 
to the atmosphere.1 

13 - 20% 

Floating gas exchanger The gas exchanger consists of a plastic 
frame, which is covered by transparent 
sheeting and immersed in the suspension.1  
CO2 is fed into the unit and the exchanger 
float on the surface.1 CO2 needs to be in a 
concentrated form.1 

25 - 60% 

Diffusion method CO2 is let to diffuse through a porous metal 
or plastic pipe to form the smallest bubbles 
possible (not seen on surface).1 

Unknown 

 
The most effective method to use is the floating gas exchanger, but is only effective if a 
very concentrated and pure CO2 feed is used.1 In this method the CO2 is trapped under 
the transparent plastic frame and very little CO2 is lost to the atmosphere.1 In the 
proposed pond design, flue gas is going to be used so this method will not be effective.  
The most effective method for the proposed pond is the diffusion method.1  Figure 2.1.5 
shows the various diffuse methods available for supplying CO2 to shallow pond system. 
Very little information is available for the parameters required for optimum CO2 delivery 
to the culture pond system (very little information published for mass and laboratory 
scale production).   

 
 
Figure 2.1.5 shows three 
methods to bubble CO2 into 
ponds.  A is a sintered stone, B is 
a porous pipe with a plastic 
sheet to trap CO2 bubbles and C 
utilizes a high speed pressure 
pump for aeration and mixing. A 
diffuse method (not shown) was 

selected as preferred method. 
 
 
Figure 2.1.5:  Various bubbling methods for ponds.1 
 
2.1.5 Evaluation of different ponds 
 
The type of pond employed depends on the location of the pond.  Three types of raceway 
ponds can be constructed: a freshwater pond, a marine pond and a closed pond. 
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Freshwater raceway pond 
 
Fresh water raceway pond systems are used inland near the CO2 source.1, 3, 4 To culture 
pharmaceutical or food grade microalgae, the water that is supplied must be as pure as 
possible (water from river must go to settling ponds and through filters before entering 
the pond system).1, 3, 4 If industrial water (water effluent from power plant, municipal 
water or sewage water) is utilized then the resulting biomass can be sold as low-grade 
biomass for energy generation.1, 3, 4 This biomass may contain various pathogens (from 
sewage water and municipal water) or various toxic heavy metals (from industrial water 
or flue gas from power plants).1, 3, 4 
 
Marine raceway pond 
 
Marine water ponds can be used in coastal areas.  Seawater can be pumped directly from 
the ocean into the ponds.1, 9 The main advantage is that adequate water is available, but 
the disadvantage is pumping costs and possible algal contamination from the seawater.  
Contamination may occur due to natural occurring marine algae present in the utilized 
seawater.9 Seawater has the advantage that very little to no nutrients have to be added to 
the water for optimum growth.9, 15  
 
Closed raceway pond 
 
The closed raceway pond is a marine or freshwater pond that is covered with a 
transparent covering.1, 4, 18 The main disadvantage of using a closed pond is the initial 
capital cost per pond as well as lowering of the amount of light that will reach the 
culture.1, 4, 18 The advantages are that very high quality biomass can be produced (no 
leaves, insects or dust can fall in the water), less chance of contamination and less water 
loss due to evaporation.1, 4, 18 The main advantage is that there is more control in regards 
to the temperature of the ponds and the there will be less seasonal effects on the growth 
of the biomass (growth rate will be more constant over the year).1, 4, 18 
 
2.1.6 Pond design for mass culture of Spirulina 
 
The following diagram can summarize the design of the mass culture system: 
 

 
Figure 2.1.6:  Scheme for the design for the mass culture pond system. 
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The design parameters for the pond are summarized in Table 2.1.5. 
 
Table 2.1.5:  Design parameters for mass culture pond 
Parameter Choice Reason 
Pond type Raceway pond  Most preferred pond system used in 

commercial plants.1, 4 
Mixing method Paddlewheel Used in most commercial algal ponds. 

Mixing parameters very well known.1, 4 
Paddlewheel of 6 m x 1.8 m will be used 
in this project.3 The proposed paddlewheel 
efficiency will be assumed to be 50%.3 

CO2 pond supply Diffuse CO2 inlet Most effective method for pond systems. 
Porous metal or plastic pipe will be used.1 

Lining Concrete and PVC This lining will increase the capital costs, 
but will increase lifetime of pond.1, 3, 4  
This type of lining also provides less 
friction for mixing (Manning friction 
factor of 0.01).1, 3, 4 

Velocity of mixing 30 cm/s Experimentally obtained and used by 
various sources.1, 3, 4 

Depth of pond 30 cm Experimentally obtained and used by 
various sources.1, 3, 4 

Change in depth 7.5 cm Slight slope in pond will increase the 
efficiency of agitation in the pond.1, 3, 4 

Width of channel 6 m This value depends on the size of the 
paddlewheel that will be used.1, 3, 4 

Width of pond 12 m  2 x 6 gives a pond width of 12 m. 
Length of pond 500 m  This value was chosen to construct a pond 

of relative size (value not calculated) 
Area of pond 5969 m2 Calculated. 
 
Figure 2.1.7 shows the design of the mass culture pond (figure is not to scale).  Table 
2.1.5 summarizes all the required parameters of the proposed algal pond.  As seen in 
Figure 2.1.7 the agitation system for this pond will be a paddlewheel (shown in blue) and 
the CO2 inlet units (shown in yellow) will be diffuse inlets.  The cross section shows the 
change in dept over the length of the pond (L).  L in this case is the distance from A to B 
by way of channel. 
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Figure 2.1.7:  Design of mass culture pond (not to scale). 

 
Calculating the permissible length of the proposed pond 
 
For a pond that has a depth of 30 cm (d), a mixing velocity (V) of 30 cm/s, a change in 
depth (Δd) of 7.5 cm, a channel length (w) of 6 m, Manning friction factor (n) of 0.01 the 
optimum length of the pond (L) can be calculated (equation 2-1-1). 
 

L =
Δd dw / w + 2d( )( )4 3

V 2n2         (2-1-1) 

 

L =
0.075 m (0.30 m)(6 m) / 6m + 2(0.30 m)( )( )4 3

(0.30 m /s)2(0.01)2  

 
L = 1,474 m 
 
The mixable area can be calculated by using Equation 2-1-2: 
          
A = LW = (1,474 m)(6 m)        (2-1-2) 
              = 8,844 m2 
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The proposed pond has an area of 5979 m2 and the calculation shows that with the current 
parameters (depth, velocity, width, etc) the mixable area is 8,844 cm2.  Therefore the 
current pond design will facilitate adequite agetation (pond lenth can even be increased).  
The effect of depth and channel width in regards to the permissible mixable length were 
investigated and are shown in Figure 2.1.8 and 2.1.9. 
 

Figure 2.1.8: Mixable length in regards to 
the depth of the pond. 

Figure 2.1.9:  Mixable length in regard to 
the channel width of the pond 

 
It is observed that if either the depth or width of the channels are increased the mixable 
length of the pond will increase. 
 
The power requirements for mixing  
 
The power requirement for mixing of the pond can be calculated by using equation 2-1-3: 
 

P =
QWΔd

e
          (2-1-3) 

 
where P is the power (kW), Q is the quantity of water in motion (m3/s), Δd is the change 
in depth, V is the mixing velocity, w is the width of the channel and e is the paddle wheel 
efficiency. We assume that the specific weight of water (W) is approximately 1000 kg/m3 
and that the paddle wheel efficiency is 50%.  Q can be dermined using equation 2-1-4: 
 
Q = wdV          (2-1-4) 
 
Therefore to determine the power requirement for the proposed pond equation 2-1-5 can 
be used: 
 

P =
w × d ×V ×W ×Δd

102 × e
        (2-1-5) 

 

P =
(6)(0.3)(0.3)(1000)(0.075)

(102)(0.51)
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P = 0.79 kW  
 
The effect of depth and channel width in regards to paddlewheel power consumption was 
investigated in Figure 2.1.10 and 2.1.11. 
 

Figure 2.1.10:  Power requirements in 
regards to pond depth. 

Figure 2.1.11: Power requirements in 
regards to channel width. 

 
It is observed that the power requirements for the paddlewheel will increase if either the 
pond depth or channel width increase.  
 
It can be concluded that the proposed pond (500 m in length, 30 cm deep, 12 m in width 
with a flow velocity of 30 cm/s) will be adequitly mixed using a 6 x 1.8 m paddlewheel. 
 
2.1.7 Growth of microalgae and mass balance 
 
In the production of Spirulina it was found that at a cell concentration of 400 - 500 mg/L, 
a decline in the growth rate occurs.3 Therefore when this cell concentration is reached in 
the mass culture pond, harvesting should be done. If the algae concentration and culture 
depth are known then we can determine cell residence time for Spirulina using equation 
2-1-6: 
 
Pr = kdCc/θ          (2-1-6) 
(30) = (1)(0.30)(400)/θ  
θ = 4 days 
 
where Pr is the productivity (30 g/m2·day); the value of k is 1; d is the depth of the pond; 
Cc is the cell concentration (mg/L); and θ is the cell residence time (days between 
harvesting).  It was determined that harvesting should be done every four days to obtain a 
cell concentration of 400 mg/L. There is a linear relationship between the cell 
concentration and the cell residence time (illustrated in Figure 2.1.12). 
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Figure 2.1.12:  Linear relationship between cell concentration and residence time. 

 
Mass balance of mass culture system 
 
As mentioned, the algal growth rate for Spirulina is 30 g/m2·day (which is very 
conservative number).  It has been experimentally determined that for every 1 g of algae 
biomass produced, 1.8 g of CO2 was utilized (this is on the assumption that algae biomass 
consists of ~50% carbon).1, 3 Therefore, for a 5969 m2 pond (single algal pond), a total 
amount of 180 kg algal biomass will be produced per day: 
 

 
 

For 180 kg biomass to be produced per day, 322 kg CO2 will be utilized per day. 
We assume that a 500 MW coal-fired power plant produces 9 x 106 kg CO2/day and the 
amount of biomass produced each day is 180 kg per pond.  Therefore: 
• Total amount of CO2 used per day per pond: 322 kg/day (0.0036% of total CO2). 
• Total amount of CO2 used per day for 12 ponds: 3866.4 kg/day (0.043% of total 

CO2). 
 
These values depend on the growth rate of the microalgae that are used in the pond 
system.  The growth rate is dependant on the temperature and the season (high growth 
rate in the summer and low growth rate in the winter).1, 3, 6, 12 It must be concluded that 
although the amount of CO2 utilized is very low, a very valuable product is obtained in 
high yields. 
2.1.8 Harvesting of biomass 
 
The economy of microalgae production depends on the technology employed for 
harvesting and the concentration of the algal suspension to obtain a product to sell or for 
further processing.1, 3, 6 The choice of harvesting methods depends on a few factors: 

• Type of algae that has to be harvested (filamentous, unicellular, etc).1, 3, 6 
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• Whether harvesting occurs continuously or discontinuously.1, 3, 6 
• What the energy demand is per cubic meter of algal suspension.1, 3, 6 
• What the investment costs are.1, 3, 6 

 
A few of the various methods that can be employed in harvesting of algal biomass are 
summarized in Table 2.1.6. 
 
Table 2.1.6:  Harvesting methods for algal biomass 
Harvesting method Comments 
Centrifugation Advantage is a high degree of algal removal.  Applicable for 

filamentous and non-filamentous microalgae.  Spirulina is a 
problem due to floating during centrifugation.1, 3, 6 

Sedimentation Very low cost method, but low efficiency.1, 3, 6 
Filtration Filtration from pond water usually clogs filters quickly.  

Regular backwashing necessary that can increase the costs for 
adequate algal removal.1, 3, 6   

Screening & Straining Filamentous organisms can be removed using screens of 
sieves. Very effective for Spirulina.1, 3, 6  Not very effective for 
unicellular organisms (for example Chlorella).1, 3, 6 

Flocculation High yield, but introduction of chemicals can be costly and 
may reduce the quality of the biomass. 1, 3, 6 

 
The methods mentioned in Table 2.1.6 are only a few of the methods that can be 
employed in the harvesting of microalgae.1, 3, 6 The type of harvesting employed depends 
heavily on the type of organisms used in the mass culture.  When Spirulina and Chlorella 
are compared it is observed in literature that due to the filamentous nature of Spirulina it 
is easier and cheaper to harvest.  It is generally more expensive to harvest and concentrate 
Chlorella due its unicellular morphology.  For harvesting Spirulina, filtration is most 
commonly used in commercial production.1, 3, 6 Gravity filtration is usually done using 
two filters. First, a 25-mesh filter is used to remove all the filamentous debris present in 
the water (leaves, insects, etc), secondly a 60-mesh filter is used to harvest the Spirulina 
biomass.1, 6 Vibrating screens can be used to increase the filtration rate of the process 
(less clogging occurs with this method).1, 6 The main problem with this method is that cell 
rupturing can occur due to cells rubbing against each other and the filter, therefore, 
increasing the organic load in the pond (this can increase the possibility of bacterial 
contamination in the pond).1, 6 
 
There is currently no cost effective method of algal pond harvesting available.  Even with 
the various problems associated with filtering, it is currently the best method available for 
optimum algal harvesting and concentration.1, 3, 6 
 
The last step in the production of algal biomass is drying.  Various methods of drying 
exist and include spray-drying, sun-drying, freeze-drying and vacuum-drying, among 
others.1, 4 To produce pharmaceutical grade biomass, the method that must be employed 
is spray-drying.1, 3, 4 This is the most utilized drying method used commercially to 
produce pharmaceutical and food grade Spirulina biomass.1, 3, 4 The disadvantage of this 
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method is the initial capital costs as well as the operational costs, but it has the advantage 
that a very pure and safe product is obtained that has a very high selling value.1, 3, 4 
 
2.1.9 Economics of algal biomass (Spirulina) 
  
There has been a steady increase in the amount of Spirulina biomass produced each year 
due to increasing worldwide demand.2, 5, 6 Figure 2.1.15 shows a sharp increase in the 
amount of Spirulina produced from 1975 to 2000.2, 5, 6 

 
Figure 2.1.15:  Spirulina production 

 
The main drive for this increase in demand lies in the application of Spirulina and other 
microalgal biomass (for example Chlorella, Dunaliella, etc).5, 6 High-grade algal biomass 
has a very high value as pharmaceutical, food and specialty products and, therefore, have 
a very high retail value.5, 6 
 
Selling price for Spirulina 
 
The cost of Spirulina in 1984 was $10,000 per ton.3 If a very conservative estimation of a 
price increase of 5% per year is assumed, the current price for high-grade Spirulina is 
$32,000 per ton.  This is a very conservative estimation, and higher prices have been 
indicated.6  
 
2.1.10 Conclusions 
 
• A pond system 30 cm deep, 500 m in length, 12 m in width (6 m channel width) and a 

change in dept of 7.5 cm has been proposed.  The pond system will be mixed using a 
6 x 1.8 m paddlewheel at a velocity of 30 cm/s.  Calculations showed that the current 
design would work very effectively. 

• The organism that will be used in the mass culture pond system is Spirulina.  The 
filamentous nature of Spirulina decreases the cost involved for harvesting.  Spirulina 
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has a high growth rate and is very well known as an industrial organism.  Spirulina 
has a very high market value (pharmaceutical or food grade). 

• The harvesting method that will be employed is filtering using a vibrating screen and 
spray-drying will be used to dry the product (this will ensure that a pharmaceutical 
grade product is obtained). 

• Very little CO2 is used during the production of biomass (0.043% of total flue gas 
CO2 is used per day for 12 ponds).  Although very little of the total CO2 is fixated, a 
very valuable product is obtained in very high yield. 

• Spirulina and other microalgae production and demand show a steady increase every 
year. Therefore, Spirulina production shows a bright future (pharmaceutical, food and 
specialty products). 
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2.2 Biological utilization of CO2 via bioreactors 
 
2.2.1 Introduction 
 
Biological utilization of CO2 using microalgae is an economically beneficial method to 
employ greenhouse gas emissions to generate value. Microalgae have a higher capacity 
for CO2 utilization through photosynthesis than higher order plants, such as trees, shrubs 
and grasses.19  Harnessing this natural utilization through the production of biomass can 
be accomplished in fully contained photo-bioreactors or in open systems, such as open 
ponds and channels. Closed photo-bioreactors can be located inside a building or 
outdoors, the later of which is usually preferred to make use of natural sunlight.20 Feed 
sources of CO2 can be synthesized from gaseous mixtures containing captured CO2 gas or 
flue gases directly from various combustion or gasification processes. 
  
The main governing equation in a photo-bioreactor is photosynthesis (see Reaction 2-2-
1), which is a reaction that removes electrons from H2O via light energy.21  Carbon 
dioxide is reduced and organic materials are produced.  This reaction occurs in two steps 
known as the “light reaction” and the “dark reaction”. During the very fast occurring light 
reaction, H2O is oxidized and NADPH·H+ and ATP are synthesized using the energy 
found in light.21  The dark reaction is comprised of an anabolic reaction of CO2 utilizing 
the NADPH·H+ and ATP produced during the light reaction.21  This step occurs much 
slower than the light reaction, and therefore, is the rate limiting step.  Photosynthetic 
efficiency increases as the light period is shortened due to a saturation of energy 
produced during the fast-occurring light reaction.21   
 
6 CO2 (aq) + 6 H2O (l) + sunlight + heat → 6 O2 (g) + C6H12O6 (aq)            (2-2-1) 
 
In this study, biomass is the desirable raw product produced from a bioreactor that can be 
treated downstream to produce a variety of fuels and specialty products.  Carbon is the 
dominant nutrient in this organic product at around 45 - 50% of the dry weight.  
Accordingly, it is estimated that between 1.65 - 1.83 g CO2 are needed for the synthesis 
of 1 g (dry) of algal biomass.22, 23   
 
2.2.2 Types of bioreactors  
 
There are six main types of reactors that utilize solar light: air-lift, internal luminous 
stirrer-type, fountain-type, plain plate-type, liquid film-type, and algae immobilizing.24  
In the direct-sunlight utilizing area, there are three main types of reactors:  tubular-type, 
floating ramp-type, and multi-stage culture-type.24 Variations on these basic types have 
been successfully implemented in numerous bench and pilot-scale studies.  Table 2.2.1 
lists some pilot and full-scale photobioreactors that have been fabricated.  For example, 
after conducting laboratory-scale experiments, Chae and co-authors25 created a pilot-scale 
L-shaped photo-bioreactor that utilized sunlight as the energy source and flue gas (11% 
CO2 vol/vol) as the feed emitted at 30 L/min from an industrial heater.  The obvious 
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evaluation and comparison problem that presents itself is that there are many variables to 
consider for photobioreactors and the studies that have been performed thus far utilized 
different standards for evaluating performance. 
 
Some major advantages of using a closed-system bioreactor are the production of 
biomass at high concentrations, less chance of contamination, and the prevention of water 
loss due to evaporation during routine operation; all of which make the process of 
recovering products easier and less costly.23  Ultimately, the value of the microalgal 
products resulting from the photo-bioreactor will be a main factor in determining design 
feasibility.23 
 
Photobioreactors can be designed to be located indoors utilizing light collection systems 
or outdoors where natural sunlight is the light source for photosynthesis.  Light collection 
and distribution systems are very complex and contribute a very significant portion of the 
capital cost in an indoor photobioreactor system.26  Therefore, for most commercial 
processing, natural illumination is the only feasible option.26, 27 
 
Table 2.2.1:  Comparison of pilot and full scale photo-bioreactors.19, 22, 25, 28-30 

Scale 
Type of 

bioreactor 
Base 
area  Light source CO2 feed CO2 fixation  Productivity 

Pilot 
L-shaped glass 

plate 2.16 m2 natural sunlight 
flue gas  

(11% CO2) 74.0 g/m3/day 
0.62×106 

cell/mL/day 
      113.8 gDW/day 

Pilot 
10 L cylindrical 

glass 0.95 m2 
12 fluorescent 
lamps (30 W) air + CO2 (1%) 

80 - 260 
mg/L/hr --- 

       

Pilot 
Inclined outdoor 

tubular 0.5 m2 natural sunlight 
sparging air mixed 

with 5% CO2 
10 times that 

of a tree 0.5 g/L/day 

       

Pilot 
Conical, helical, 

tubular 0.5 m2 
photo-

redistribution air + CO2 (10%)  1.01 g/L/day 

       

Full 8 Open thin-layer 55 m2 natural sunlight 
flue gas 

(6-8% CO2) 92.4 kg/day 21 kgDW/day 
       

Full 
580 Glass, panel-

type 3068 m2 natural sunlight 
1000 MW LNG 

power plant 50 g/m2/day 3.05×104 kg/yr 
      31 tons/yr 

 
A literature survey by Sato and co-authors31 compared the performance of different types 
of photobioreactors and the microalgal species selected (i.e., a comparison of the amount 
of biomass produced per unit volume per day).  This data is displayed in Table 2.2.2 
along with the mass concentration of some systems.  As it can be seen, tubular reactors 
generally had better performance than the other reactor types on a volume basis.   
 
A key issue to consider with photobioreactors is the size requirements are extremely 
important on a capital and operational cost basis. In general, the larger and more 
complicated the design, the more cost intensive is the overall system. Early reactor 
designs were very shallow with a high surface-to-volume ratio (25 - 125 m-1) allowing for 
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high volumetric costs.23  Tubular reactors effectively fill this design requirement.  
Another key issue is in the scaling-up of photobioreactors.  The high surface areas of 
most reactor types make complete back-mixing nearly impossible beyond a laboratory or 
experimental scale, due to these large systems exhibiting substantial plug flow 
characteristics.23    
 
Table 2.2.2:  Performance of different photobioreactors.31 

  Performance  Performance  Mass concentration 
Type  Species (gDW/L/day) (gDW/m2/day)  (gDW/L) 
Tubular reactors     

indoor cone-shaped helical  Chlorella sp. 0.68 21.5  

outdoor horizontal Phaeodactylum 
tricornutum 1.9 32 2.3 

indoor nearly horizontal Arthrospira sp. 1.2   
outdoor undulated Arthrospira platensis 2.7  6 

outdoor cylindrical-shaped 
helical P. tricornutum 1.4  3 

outdoor with horizontal solar 
receiver P. tricornutum 1.48   

Panel shaped reactors     
flashing light effect Chlorella 0.11  1.95 

outdoor optimized light path 
length Nannochloropsis sp. 0.24 12.1  

indoor photo-acclimation/ 
multi-compartment Synechocystis aquatilis  67.7  

Innovative design reactors     
parabola Chlorococum littorale 0.086 14.94  

dome Chlorococum littorale 0.095 10.95  
pipe Chlorococum littorale 0.146 20.5  
pipe Chaetoceros calcitrans 0.266 37.3 2.5 

 
The main disadvantages of most tubular-type photobioreactors are that they occupy vast 
land areas, are expensive to build, are difficult to maintain, and are limited in 
scalability.26, 32  The commercial horizontal tubular bioreactor facility depicted in Figure 
2.2.1 is an example of a system that attempted large-scale production, but failed to 
perform to expectations and was abandoned.32  The facility was located in Cartagena, 
Spain and was owned by Photobioreactors Ltd. The productivity measured per unit area 
is low for conventional tubular bioreactors,32 which is a major concern with limited land 
available to build such large structures.  A change in thinking to design a tubular reactor 
with low surface-to-volume ratios, such as air-lift and bubble column bioreactors seen in 
Figure 2.2.2, can overcome the downfalls of conventional systems.26, 27, 32  Due to 
simplicity of design and ease of scalability, bubble column photobioreactors were the 
type chosen for this project. 
 
Bubble column photobioreactors incorporate CO2 into their cultures via small bubbles 
created at the base of the column, which also effectively mix the culture.  They are the 
only type of tubular-type bioreactors that are thought to be effective for large-scale 
operations.26, 27, 32  Bubble-column reactors provide a more homogeneous culture 
environment than conventional tubular reactors.  They have a low surface-to-volume 
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ratio; therefore, there is much less temperature fluctuations compared to tubular reactors 
and less photo-inhibition is experienced during high light intensity periods.27, 32 The 
materials used in pilot-scale testing of bubble columns and airlift reactors that have 
proven most effective are 3.3 mm-thick transparent poly(methyl-methyacrylate) tubes 
supported by the 0.25 m lower section composed of stainless steel.27, 32 The temperature 
of the unit, optimally held at 22 ± 1 °C, is controlled by circulating water through a jacket 
surrounding the lower steel portions of the columns.26 Temperature and pH need 
continuous monitoring during operation as small fluctuations can cause large changes in 
the productivity of the facility; however, the incorporation of a bubble column or airlift 
reactor provides optimum control of these factors. 
 

Figure 2.2.1:  A commercial horizontal tubular bioreactor facility in Cartagena, Spain 
that failed to perform to expectations and was abandoned.32 
 
   

 
Figure 2.2.2:  Configurations of bubble column and airlift photobioreactors.26 
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Some other important advantages of using multiple vertical columns are:  (i) a more 
uniform and better controlled pH than most other reactor types, (ii) improved culture 
homogeneity and, correspondingly, a relatively consistent metabolic cell rate, (iii) 
operational flexibility in that the number of columns in production at any given time can 
be easily adjusted, (iv) ability to culture several different algae at the same time in 
separate units, and (v) substantially reduced need for pumping the culture seen in other 
bioreactor types as there is no recirculation.32  Furthermore, rapid and automatic cleaning 
as well as sterilization of individual columns are feasible while part of the facility is still 
in operation.32 
 
2.2.3 Selection of microalgae species 
 
Several thousands of species of microalgae exist.  They can be grouped into four different 
categories: (i) Cyanobacteria, (ii) Rhodophytes, (iii) Chlorophytes, and (iv) 
Chromophytes (all others).33 Many of these species have been successfully grown in 
photobioreactors to generate a variety of products. The most common species studied are 
Chlorella sp. and Spirulina sp., chosen for their resilience, productivity, and non-
toxicity.22, 25, 28-31  A comparison of some microalgae species is displayed in Table 2.2.3.  
From the table, it can be determined that different microalgae species require different 
living conditions. Some species prefer more acidic cultures, like Galderia sp. and 
Viridella sp., while others grow best in neutral or slightly basic media, such as 
Chlorococcum and Synechococcus lividus. The species that survive best in acidic 
conditions are generally more tolerant to high CO2 concentrations, since CO2 lowers the 
pH of a solution. The microalgae with the shortest doubling times, like Chlorella and 
Synechococcus lividus, are the ones with a generally higher productivity, basically 
meaning they grow comparatively faster than other species. 
 
Table 2.2.3: Comparison of some microalgal species.24, 25 

Species Temp (°C) pH CO2 % Doubling 
time, hr Notes 

Chlorococcum 15 - 27 4 - 9 up to 70 8 High CO2 fixation rate 

(marine green alga)     Densely culturable 
Chlorella 15 - 45 3 - 7 up to 60 2.5 - 8 High growth ability 

(green alga)     High temp. tolerance 
     Dispersible 

Euglena gracilis 27 3.5   High amino acid content 

 (optimum) (optimum)   Good digestibility 
(effective fodder) 

     Grows well under acidic 
conditions 

     Not easily contaminated 
Galdieria sp. up to 50 1 - 4 up to 100 24 High CO2 tolerance 

Viridiella sp 15 - 42 2 - 6 up to 100 13 Accumulates lipid granules 
inside the cell 

     High temp. and CO2 
tolerance 

Synechococcus 
lividus   40 - 55 up to 8.2 up to 5 2.9 High pH tolerance 
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(cyanophyte)     Dispersible 

 
Ultimately, the decision as to which microalgae species to choose depends on the product 
desired to be the end result of a photobioreactor system. Phaeodactylum tricornutum, 
depicted in Figure 2.2.3, is a productive microalgal species that has a relatively high  
eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) content.32 A comparison of various microalgae species and 
their demonstrated EPA productivities are listed in Figure 2.2.4. 
 

 
Figure 2.2.3:  Enhanced photograph of Phaeodactylum tricornutum.34 
 

 
Figure 2.2.4:  A comparison of EPA yields from various microalgae species.35 
 
2.2.4 Biomass recovery 
 
As with most microbial processes, the downstream treatment and recovery processes can 
be substantially more expensive than the culturing of the algae. Therefore, the selection 
of recovery methods used is very important.20  Some of the current biomass recovery 
methods are evaluated in Table 2.2.4.   
 
The recovery of biomass requires one or more solid-liquid separation steps.  It can be 
harvested by centrifugation, filtration, or even gravity sedimentation; all of which may be 
preceded by a flocculation step.20 The main problems with recovery lie in the small sizes 
of the algal cells. Also, when the culture is removed from the photo-bioreactor, it is 
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usually present in very dilute concentrations. The recovery and concentrating of this 
dilute broth is estimated to contribute 20 - 30% of the total cost of producing the 
biomass.20 For the commercial recovery of high-value products, centrifugation is the 
most widely used method, which is feasible when the product selling price offsets the 
recovery costs.20  Wherever possible, it is preferred to use moist biomass for recovery 
processes rather than a dried feed because a prior drying step can vastly increase costs. 
 
Once the biomass is recovered from the photobioreactor or open pond system it can be 
further treated to extract valuable substances or processed as a fuel source depending on 
the type of microalgae cultivated. 
 
Table 2.2.4:  Biomass recovery options.20 

Method Pros Cons 

Centrifugation Feasible for high-value prods/large scale 
operations Energy intensive 

 Large volumes processed rapidly Expensive 
 Biomass fully contained during recovery  
 Can harvest most microalgae species  

Filtration Effective for relatively large microalgae  
(such as Spirulina) Relatively slow process 

  Fails to recover bacterial-sized species 

Gravity sedimentation Good for low-value prods Dilute biomass product 
 Enhanced by flocculation  
Flocculation/flotation     
(incr. effective particle size) 

Flocculants can be inexpensive, non-toxic, and 
effective at a low conc.  

 Only low level of mixing required  
 May only need pH adjustment  
Dehydration/thermal drying Preserves the biomass Energy intensive 
 Spray drying used for high-value prods Expensive 

 
2.2.5 Value-added products 
 
The absence of support structures, such as roots and stems, allows for a larger fraction of 
the microalgae to be used to create desired products compared to other types of 
biomass.23  There is a broad range of valuable products that can be harvested from the 
production of biomass.  The type and quality of product obtained depends on the species 
of microalgae, growing conditions, and recovery methods implemented.  The utilization 
areas of microalgae can be divided into three categories24: 
 
• Energy – production of substances such as hydrocarbons, hydrogen, methanol, etc. 
• Foods and chemicals – e.g., proteins, oils and fats, sterols, carbohydrates, sugars, 

alcohols, etc. 
• Other chemicals – e.g., dyes, perfumes, vitamins/supplements, etc. 
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Many researchers have demonstrated that biomass can be used as an effective feed 
substitute for animals.  Furthermore, Chae and co-authors25 determined the E. gracilis 
microalgae they produced was an especially effective feed source for broiler chickens as 
described previously.  On average, one broiler chicken can consume approximately 114 g 
of dried microalgae each day.25  The chicken would produce approximately 30 L (60 g) 
of CO2/day due to respiration.  This study concluded that the net CO2 removal efficiency 
was approximately 19%.25 
 
One type of microalgae, cyanobacteria or blue-green algae, has been studied extensively 
because of its many valuable products.33  The edible species include Nostoc, Spirulina, 
and Aphanizomenon, which can be used as a raw, unprocessed food as they are rich in 
carotenoid, chlorophyll, phycocyanin, amino acids, minerals, and bioactive compounds.33  
Besides their nutritional value, these compounds have immense medicinal value, such as 
immune-stimulating, metabolism increasing, cholesterol reducing, anti-inflammatory, and 
antioxidant properties.33  Figure 2.2.5 shows the relative proportion of biological activity 
found in specifically marine cyanobacteria. 
 

 
Figure 2.2.5:  Relative biological activities of marine cyanobacterial compounds.33 
 
Currently, there is a substantial market for various products created from biomass.  Table 
2.2.5 shows some commercially sold microalgal products paired with the species of 
microalgae that produces the goods, as a result of the study by Walker and co-authors36 in 
2005.   
 
Another important aspect of microalgae is that they are rich in omega-3 fatty acids 
including docosahexaenoic acid and EPA, which have significant therapeutic importance 
inherent in the ability to act as an anti-inflammatory to treat heart disease.33  Furthermore, 
EPA has been shown to prevent and treat various medical conditions, such as coronary 
heart disease, blood platelet aggregation, abnormal cholesterol levels, several carcinomas, 
as well as arresting and minimizing tumor growth.37 Eicosapentaenoic acid is also 
naturally found in fish oils; however, microalgal sources have important advantages, 
including the lack of fish-like flavor, enhanced purity, low cholesterol content, and a less-
costly recovery process.33, 35 There are also important concerns regarding the 
contamination of fish oil with pesticides and heavy metals.37  Microalgae are actually the 
primary producers of omega-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids and fish usually obtain EPA 
via bioaccumulation in the food chain.35  The production of this compound is discussed in 
detail in the next section. 
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Table 2.2.5: Companies selling microalgal-based products (2004).36 

 
2.2.6 System design 
 
Bubble column tank farm design 
 
The design of a bubble column tank farm that can produce 5 tons of EPA annually has 
been extrapolated down from the design of a system that produces 20 tons of EPA 
annually.  Each individual bubble column is to be of uniform size and dimensions.  The 
diameter is 0.2 m and the height is 2.1 m, which corresponds to a culture volume of 0.06 
m3 and occupies 0.031 m2 in surface area.32  To optimize the use of land area, the system 
will be comprised of rows of bubble columns with an east-west orientation.  The rows 
will be 3.4 m apart and the spacing between the column centers within a row will be 0.35 
m.32  To produce 5 tons of EPA annually with the system design as specified, a total 
production volume of 913.3 m3 is required.  This will occupy a total surface area of 1.8 
ha or 18,338 m2. 
 
To optimize land-use or minimize the surface area required for the system, the bubble 
column height can be increased to a maximum of 4 m.32  The efficiency of the entire 
system is shown to increase with column height and a reduction of nearly 60% in surface 
area requirements can be expected.32  This adjustment will, however, increase the amount 
of shading to which each column is exposed and ultimately, lower productivity of the 
biomass within the system.  Figure 2.2.6 shows the incident angle the sun has on a bubble 
column.  It is easy to see that when the sun is in the position of early morning or 
afternoon, there can be shading, or blocking of the sunlight by adjacent columns. 
 
Seasonal variations in irradiance levels are inevitable.  During the summer months, the 
Sun is highest on the horizon, indicating a lower average irradiance level experienced by 
the bubble columns compared to the winter months when direct radiation from the Sun 
affects a larger percentage of the reactor surface.32  Higher irradiance levels in the winter 
help to reduce any heating demands needed to stabilize the culture, whereas lower 
irradiance levels in the summer should reduce the need for any cooling of the columns.  
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Furthermore, the low surface-to-volume ratio helps to reduce heat losses during the night 
when solar radiation is absent.32 Productivity can be enhanced in bubble columns by 
adding artificial lighting systems to illuminate the system at night.32  Technology exists 
for placing a low-power, vertical light source at the axis of the column; however, this 
greatly adds to capital and operational costs of the system, as one would expect.32 
 

 
Figure 2.2.6:  A representation of the sun’s position with respect to the axes of the bubble 
column (in the northern hemisphere) (a) at solar noon, and (b) in the afternoon or early 
morning.32 
 
Mass balance 
 
The mass balance for the system is shown in Figure 2.2.7.  The input of air enhanced with 
60% CO2 by volume is required at 1,565.7 kg/day or 571,481 kg/yr (571.5 tons/yr) to 
achieve a utilization rate of 986.4 kg CO2/day or 360,036 kg CO2/yr (360 tons/yr), based 
on a CO2 uptake efficiency of P. tricornutum at 63% of the CO2 supplied.38 The 
utilization rate of CO2 by the microalgae is approximately 1.8 kg of CO2 for every g of 
biomass as discussed previously.  The productivity of the chosen microalgae species is 
assumed at 0.6 kg/m3·day as a conservative estimate.  Calculated productivity levels have 
been measured as high as 0.729 kg/m3·day for the chosen microalgae.32  The outputs of 
the system will be 548.0 kg biomass/day or 200,020 kg biomass/yr (200 tons/yr) with an 
excess of 211,445 kg CO2/yr.  This unused CO2 could be recirculated, concentrated, and 
reused as a feed to the system or sent to a sequestration process. 
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Figure 2.2.7:  Mass balance for bubble column tank farm. 
 
Power requirements 
 
The main power input needed for the bubble column tank farm is aeration.  Air plus CO2 
is sparged into each bubble column using a perforated pipe with 17 holes 1 mm in 
diameter, corresponding to a gas flow area approximately 0.05% of the total cross-
sectional area of the column.32   
 
PG/VL = ρLgUG,         (2-2-2) 
 
where PG is the power input for aeration (W), VL is the volume of liquid in the reactor 
(m3), ρL is the density of the liquid (kg/m3), and UG is the superficial gas velocity in the 
column (m/s).32  Equation 2-2-2 applies to the bubble flow regime, where UG is less than 
approximately 0.05 m/s (PG/VL ≈ 500 W/m3).  The optimum superficial gas velocity for 
P. tricornutum is at 0.01 m/s, since the growth rate declines above this value due to 
hydrodynamic stresses.27  For this particular system, the power input needed for aeration 
can be estimated at 98 W/m3.  A facility producing 5 tons EPA/yr with a total production 
volume of 913.3 m3 would require 89.5 kW to aerate the system, which is a relatively 
moderate power requirement. 
 
Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) recovery process 
 
Eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA) is a substance that is incredibly rich in pharmaceutical and 
health industry benefits.  It can be recovered in a highly pure form (>95% purity) from 
biomass using an established recovery process as shown in figure 2.2.8.37 
 
The recovery process requires many solvents and chemical inputs, summarized in Figure 
2.2.9, that are neither human nor environmentally friendly.  Improvements can be made 
here by incorporating supercritical CO2 extraction to recover EPA in place of the current 
method.  Supercritical CO2 extraction is discussed in detail in chapter 3 of this report.  
This modification would also entail utilizing additional CO2 in the proposed method, 
which enhances the goal of this study even further. 
 

Air + 60% CO2 (v/v) 
571,481 kg/yr 

 
P. tricornutum 

 
(1.8 kg CO2 

utilized in each 
kg biomass 
produced) 

200,020 kg/yr biomass 
211,445 kg/yr CO2 
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Figure 2.2.8:  Flowsheet of EPA-from-microalgae process.37 
 

 
Figure 2.2.9:  EPA recovery requirements from P. tricornutum paste.37 
 
Some factors that could improve the recovery of EPA from microalgae would be 
improving the yield. If the recoverable EPA concentration within the biomass is 
increased, the production facility size can be reduced by about 30%.32  One way to 
improve this is selective growth of specific microalgae species that demonstrate high 
yields of EPA; another is to utilize genetic manipulation to engineer a “new” microalgae 
with higher EPA concentrations.32, 35  It is estimated that the yield can be increased by 
approximately 44% in this way.35   
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EPA market value 
 
The market price of EPA (95% pure) in bulk quantities was approximately $650/kg in 
2000.37  A sufficient demand on the order of 300 tons/year existed for this product on a 
global scale in 2000.33, 37  With new evidence of clinical effectiveness of EPA, as well as 
an indication that it may help to boost metabolism, overall energy, and mood, the demand 
is expected to increase greatly.37  Ultimately, the market exists for a new source of EPA, 
especially one with numerous benefits over the current fish oil-derived sources.   
 
To estimate the current market value of EPA, a moderate 25% increase in demand was 
assumed. This would bring the global demand up to 375 tons/yr. With an increase in 
demand and no new sources of EPA at present, the market value can be expected to 
increase. Again, to keep to a very conservative estimation and not to predict actual 
market value with the demand increase stated previously, a 25% increase in market price 
was assumed. This would raise the market price of EPA to approximately $813/kg.  
When producing 5,000 kg EPA/yr (5 tons/yr), an annual revenue of $4.06 million can be 
expected by selling the acid.  If the facility is scaled-up to produce 10,000 kg EPA/yr (10 
tons/yr), the annual revenue increases to about $8.13 million. 
 
Size design comparisons 
 
A comparison between bubble tank farms that produce varied amounts of EPA is 
presented in Table 2.2.6. It can be seen from this table that an increase in EPA production 
results in an increase in required surface area for the system, as expected.  A greater rate 
of CO2 utilization is shown with an increase in biomass production as well.   
 
Table 2.2.6:  Comparison of different systems based on varied production levels. 

EPA 
Production 

(kg/yr) 

Total 
Volume 

(m3) 

Surface 
Area 
(m2) 

Aeration 
Power 
(kW) 

Biomass 
Production
(kg/yr, dry) 

CO2 
utilized 

(kg CO2/yr) 

CO2 
required 

(kg CO2/yr)
20,000 3,653 73,350 358 760,555 1,368,998 2,173,013 
10,000 1,827 36,675 179 380,277 684,499 1,086,507 
5,000 913 18,338 89 190,139 342,250 543,253 

 
2.2.7 Conclusions and recommendations 
 
A few comments on capital costs and feasibility would be that even if the initial 
investment of the entire production facility would be very large, for example $5 million 
(or even $10 million), the revenue that can be gained each year is significantly high to 
turn the expenses into profits after just a few years. 
 
Overall, photobioreactors are an effective method for producing valuable products from 
microalgae.  They have the potential to bring in high annual revenue from the products 
they generate. As far as being effective for CO2 utilization, they are capable of using only 
a very small percentage of the total CO2 generated by a 500 MW power plant, which was 
estimated at 9.0 x 106 kg/day (9.0 x 103) or 3.3 x 103 ktons/yr, which was used as a basis 
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for comparison throughout this study.  A facility producing even 20 tons EPA/yr will 
only fixate 0.041% of the total emissions from the plant. The larger the production 
capacity, the more CO2 the system will be able to utilize; however, the larger the 
production, the larger the land requirements for the facility. Ultimately, photobioreactors 
are not effective for large-scale CO2 utilization when the goal is to utilize as much CO2 as 
possible from a 500 MW power plant. 
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3. Utilization of supercritical carbon dioxide 
 
3.1 Supercritical carbon dioxide 
 
3.1.1 Introduction 
 
Supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO2) is emerging as an alternative to environmentally 
harmful solvents and products. Besides the environmental factors, many solvents used 
today are expensive and require special handling conditions. Supercritical CO2 is cheap, 
considered environmentally “benign”, and easy to handle. Some industries that are taking 
advantage of the properties of scCO2 are the food and extraction industries. This section 
contains a review about the physico-chemical properties of scCO2, its current and 
prospective uses, as well as the advantages and disadvantages of utilizing scCO2 vs. some 
of the existing technologies.  
 
Fundamentals of scCO2 
 
A substance is said to be in its supercritical state when it has exceeded its critical 
temperature and pressure. A pressure vs. temperature (P-T) diagram of CO2 is presented 
in Figure 3.1.1.39 For CO2, the critical point is located at a temperature of 304.1 K and a 
pressure of 73.8 bar. Beyond its critical point a substance cannot be regarded as neither a 
gas nor a liquid; furthermore, there is no discernable phase, and the viscosity, dielectric 
constant, and heat capacity, among other properties, differ considerably from the vapor or 
liquid phases.40 These changes give scCO2 its solvent and extraction properties. 

 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1.1: Phase diagram for CO2.39 
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Applications  
 
There is a diverse range of applications for scCO2. These applications vary between large 
or industrial scale to small or laboratory scale. Some minor applications include: (i) 
supercritical fluid fractionation (SFF)41, in which substances that have been already 
extracted are further processed to separate or fractionate them into their components. 
Examples include polymer and pharmaceuticals fractionation. (ii) Supercritical fluid 
impregnation (SFI) refers to the homogeneous distribution of active components into a 
solid matrix. This is done by taking advantage of the increased diffusivity of a 
supercritical fluid. Examples include preservatives delivery and textile dyeing. (iii) 
Supercritical fluid chromatography is a technique relegated as an analytical tool.41, 42 
Some of the major applications are discussed in the following sections.  
 
3.1.2 Extraction of compounds from microalgae using scCO2 
 
Introduction 
 
Worldwide, the classic means for processing microalgae has been using organic solvents, 
the most favored of which are toxic to animals and humans.  However, supercritical 
carbon dioxide (scCO2) has some unique advantages over the organic solvents and is 
considered a good candidate for algae treatment because it is a nontoxic and fully “green” 
solvent.43  Despite the advantages, using scCO2 to extract valuable compounds from 
microalgae is not the prevailing technology in use today even though production costs are 
of the same order of magnitude as those related to classical processes.  Following is a 
discussion of important factors to be considered in the extraction of compounds from 
microalgae using supercritical CO2. 
 
Microalgae products and types 
 
Microalgae are a diverse group of organisms which yield a wide range of chemicals.  The 
main commercial products from microalgae yield carotenoids, phycobilins, fatty acids, 
polysaccharides, vitamins, sterols and other biologically active compounds.  Phycobilins 
for example, have found use as research tools. When they are exposed to strong light, 
they absorb the light energy, and release it by emitting light of very narrow wavelengths. 
The light produced is so distinctive and reliable, that phycobilins are used as chemical 
tags. The pigments chemically bond to antibodies and are put into a solution of cells. As 
the solution is sprayed past a laser and computer sensor, the cells in the droplets can be 
identified as being tagged by the antibodies. This is used extensively in cancer research, 
for tagging tumor cells.44  
 
Bench scale supercritical CO2 experiments on microalgae have been performed on 
Botryococcus, Chlorella, Dunaliella, and Arthrospira to name a few.43  The laboratory 
experiments are performed using bench-scale equipment which can be purchased from 
manufacturers specializing in the design, construction and operation of supercritical CO2 
extraction process equipment.  Many such experiments have used the SEPAREX model 
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SFE 500.43, 45-47  These experiments produced numerous valuable products from the 
various microalgae types, a summary of which is listed below. 
 
• Hydrocarbons (up to 85% mass of cell), Botryococcus. 
• Pharmaceutical grade parafinic and natural waxes, Botryococcus, Chlorella. 
• Strong Antioxidants (astaxanthin, canthaxanthin, ß-carotine) Chlorella, Dunaliella. 
• Linolenic acid (GLA), Arthrospira. 

The moderate temperatures and inert nature of CO2 have been shown to virtually 
eliminate the degradation of' the product extracted.  In addition to the extract quality, the 
ability to significantly vary the CO2 solvation power by small changes in pressure and/or 
temperature adds operating flexibility to the scCO2 extraction process that no other 
extraction method, including solvent extraction, can claim.48 Carbon dioxide is the most 
used supercritical solvent because the toxic solvents are not needed.  Industrialized 
countries are in the process of formulating legislative restrictions to eliminate the use 
toxic solvents as good manufacturing procedure (GMP), especially in the manufacture of 
topical or ingestible pharmaceutical products.  

CO2 utilization for microalgae preparation 
 
Industrial use of scCO2 extraction processes have been hampered by a perception that the 
capital cost of the extraction plant is large, and the need for an efficient treatment of the 
biomass matrix prior to extraction does not exist. However, the high capital cost of the 
scCO2 extraction process due to the cost of high-pressure equipment is balanced to some 
extent by lower operating costs if the process is carried out at optimal conditions and if 
the capacity of the extractor is sufficient.48  Research indicates that preparation of the 
microalgae by thoroughly crushing the cells can significantly increase yield when 
compared to uncrushed, whole cells (Figure 3.1.2).  The yield is further increased when 
the whole cells are first crushed and then ground with dry ice.  When ethanol is added 
into the extraction processes, optimum yields have been reported (Figure 3.1.3). 
 

 
Figure 3.1.2: Extraction yield of 

carotenoids.43 
Figure 3.1.3: Extract yield of astaxantine.46 
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Supercritical CO2 extraction process for microalgae 
 
In the supercritical CO2 extraction process (Figure 3.1.4) for microalgae the microalgae 
preparation is first loaded into the feedstock extraction vessel.  Porous stainless steel 
disks at the top and bottom of the extraction vessel are used to prevent migration of 
biomass residue beyond the vessel.  Bag filters are used to contain biomass and to aid the 
cleaning and recharging process of the extraction vessel.  Pure (100%) CO2 is added to 
the system from gas cylinders.  Co-solvent, if desired, can be added before or after the 
condenser depending on the requirements of the extraction process.  The condenser is 
used to cool the CO2 which is passed to the inlet of the pump as liquid solvent.  The 
compressed fluid is passed through a heater to optimize the solvent temperature prior to 
reaction with microalgae preparation.  After percolating through the feedbed, the fluid is 
expanded into high performance separators where the extract is taken out by a 
precipitation process.  Fluid leaving the last separator is recycled back to the condenser.  
On large-scale units, care must be taken to assure biomass residue is not passed through 
the expansion valve to reduce contamination of precipitated product and most 
importantly, avoid costly time loss due to stringent cleaning requirements.46 
 

 
Figure 3.1.4:  Schematic diagram of a bench-scale SFE-500 SEPAREX pilot plant.46 

 
Process scale 
 
Very important research and development activities are presently dedicated to 
applications of scCO2, and much has been published on results obtained using small scale 
equipment with a 10 mL precipitation chamber and a CO2 flow rate of up to 0.5 kg/h.45  
However, until recently, little was known about the performance of equipment processing 
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batch sizes as required for industrial use.  Emerging studies by equipment manufacturers 
indicate that equipment performance does not suffer as the extraction process is scaled-
up.  Published results also provide an indication of the amount of CO2 utilized as the 
various equipment sizes are increased.45 
 
• Pilot Scale equipment:     CO2 flow rate:  5 kg/h 
• Pilot Scale equipment (Pharmaceutical):   CO2 flow rate:  20 kg/h 
• Industrial Scale equipment:   CO2 flow rate:  500 kg/h 
 
Maintenance of industrial scale SFE pharmaceuticals (GMP)  
 
Industrial operation of supercritical plants requires the high reliability and safety 
requirements associated with high pressure equipment. A thorough, preventative 
maintenance plan is required as many parts must be inspected and changed periodically.  
Additionally, a rigorous operation plan must be enforced to eliminate any risk of 
deterioration of the basic mechanical equipment, sensors, closure systems and gaskets in 
order to prevent solvent leakage.  Maintenance is greatly reduced when great attention is 
paid to extract-solvent separation to avoid entrainment of some fraction of extract 
through the fluid recycle loop, and if an efficient cleaning process is strictly enforced.49   
 
The good manufacturing process (GMP) rules enforced in the pharmaceutical industry 
are those discussed below.   
 
Between batches: 
1. Rinse with adequate liquid solvent. 
2. Dismantle and rinse again with liquid solvent. 
3. Dry with gaseous nitrogen or CO2 (to eliminate solvent vapor). 
4. Rinse with liquid/supercritical CO2 to eliminate extracted impurities (mainly liquid 

solvent). 
 
Between different products: 
1. Total or partly dismantle equipment & clean each part. 
2. “Swab” the pressure vessels: scrub equipment wall with specific swab, extract, weigh 

and analyze dry residue. 
3. Remove and replace fractionation equipment. Most parts of the supercritical 

fractionation equipment cannot be opened between each lot manufacture and the 
swab technique cannot be used.   

4. Remove and replace most high pressure parts (like valves) which are not Clean-In-
Place.  This equipment is cleaned by special means which cannot be employed as 
installed. 

5. Reassemble equipment – proceed as between batches. 
 
It should be clear that simplification of the procedures can be used in the processing of 
foodstuffs and phyto-pharmaceuticals. For pharmaceutical products, manufacturer must 
prove no contamination has occurred by previously processed compounds, even if the 
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equipment used is dedicated to manufacturing a single product. The manufacturer must 
prove no cross contamination from one-lot to another has occurred. 
 
Utilization of CO2  

 
Utilization rates of CO2 for extraction of pharmaceuticals from microalgae are calculated 
and shown in Table 3.1.1. As a sidebar, one interesting use of CO2 indicated is for 
sterilization purposes.  When 100% CO2 is used for sterilization to destroy E.Coli, the 
process can be carried out over 15 minutes at a pressure of 150 bar vs. 3000 bar without 
CO2.41  This technique is gaining popularity in sterilization of equipment in health care 
application because it is safer, using lower pressure, and less costly, requiring less 
compressor energy.  Liquid CO2 used as a final rinse during cleaning operation is also 
indicated the on chart for completeness. 
 

Table 3.1.1:  Typical CO2 utilization for extraction of pharmaceuticals from microalgae. 

Process Description Form ~ Rate 
(kg/hr) 

Grow microalgae in an open pond system 
(as described under biological conversion) Dilute 162 

Crush and prepare microalgae for extraction  50-50 mix Solid (100%) 
Dry Ice 90 

Solvent for extraction. (includes swabbing procedure for 
GMP validation testing) Super-critical 500 

Sterilization of equipment Pure 
(100% gas) 2 

Washing of parts during cleaning operations Liquid (100%) 1 
  Total 755 
 
The CO2 utilization rate for extraction of pharmaceuticals from microalgae is computed 
in order to make a comparison with the amount of CO2 emitted from a 500 MWe electric 
power plant.  Accordingly, only 0.2% percent of the amount of CO2 emitted by one 
power plant can be utilized by one industrial scale scCO2 extraction vessel set-up to 
extract valuable products from microalgae. 
 
755 kg CO2 per hour ÷ 3.75 x 105 kg CO2 per hour per power plant x 100 = 0.2% (max) 
 
It is estimated that there are no more than 200 industrial scale scCO2 extraction vessels in 
operation worldwide.  If all of these are used to extract valuable products from 
microalgae, we would use only 40% of the CO2 generating capacity of only one 500 MW 
electric power plant. 
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Estimated operating costs of industrial scale SFE units (including return–on-capital) 
     
Food Ingredients:      $1.2 to 12 per kg 
Metallurgical/Mechanical Waste Recycling:    $0.4 to 1.2 per kg  
Polymer Paints and Powders:     $1.2 to 6 per kg 
Aerogels Drying:      $2.4 to 12 per kg 
Pharmaceutical Powder:     $120 to 2400 per kg 
 
Summary 
 
Large capacity plants, with optimized design and operation, often lead to prices that are 
of the same order of magnitude as those related to classical processes but with improved 
benefits to environment and consumer protection. 
 
3.1.3 Other supercritical CO2 applications 
 
Supercritical Fluid Extraction (SFE) 
 
Large-scale operations of SFE are mostly focused on tea and coffee decaffeination, hops 
and tobacco extraction42, and the removal of fats from food.41 The average industrial-
scale extractor volume in the U.S. is around a 1000 L in volume.42 Smaller scale 
operations focus on specialty products manufacture such as aromas, colorants, 
pharmaceutical and cosmetic active ingredients.41  
 
Supercritical CO2 finds its advantage over other solvents (e.g., nitrous oxide, ethane, 
propane, n-pentane, ammonia, hexane, dichloromethane, etc.) in that it has low toxicity, 
inflammability and cost, as well as high purity.50   
 
Caffeine extraction has been traditionally done using hexane and dichloromethane as 
extracting agents. These agents, however, are considered harmful to humans and the 
environment.51 By utilizing scCO2, the harmful factor is eliminated; however, scCO2 can 
not extract caffeine by itself, so the utilization of a co-solvent is needed. Recent studies 
suggest that by mixing small amounts of ethanol (5%), methanol (10%), and isopropanol 
(5%), respectively, with scCO2, the solubility of caffeine increases.51  
 
Other specialty food products include spices. Catchpole and co-authors52 compared the 
extraction of chili, black pepper and ginger utilizing scCO2 and the solvents commonly 
used in this kind of extraction, namely propane, acetone and dimethyl ester. Their results 
indicate that scCO2 extracted comparable amounts of each of the spices; however, scCO2 
showed a higher selectivity for some of the other components in the spices such as 
aromas and other volatile components. Much of these trace components were not 
recoverable with the other solvents.  
 
Another specialty product is the extraction of anti-oxidants. Carvalho and co-authors53 
reported the anti-oxidant extraction from rosemary; the substances associated with the 
anti-oxidant activity in Rosemary are phenolic diterpenes and phenolic acids. The authors 
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compared the extraction capability of scCO2 vs. ethanol and hexane in terms of anti-
oxidant activity, which is how much of the extract is active. Ethanol and hexane 
presented more yield than scCO2, however the anti-oxidant activity of the products was 
much higher utilizing scCO2. The utilization of scCO2 for extracting specialty products 
has its advantage not in the amount but in the purity and “freshness” of the extracts; this 
can help to offset initial capital costs. 
 
Supercritical CO2 has also been used for the extraction of pesticides from food54,  and the 
extraction of BTEX (benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylene) and other hydrocarbons 
from gasoline spills.55 Some of the advantages and disadvantages of SFE are summarized 
in Table 3.1.2. 
 
There are several criteria to determine whether scCO2 can compete with the existing 
extraction technology.  Some aspects include the energy requirements, the effectiveness 
of extraction (i.e., quantity vs. quality), the value-added products, the amount of CO2 
utilized, and the operational costs. Several studies have been performed to assess these 
criteria, yielding mixed interpretations.  
 
Table 3.1.2: Advantages and disadvantages of SFE. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Wide range of selectivity 
Good solvent properties 

Non-toxic and non-flammable 
Easy to remove 

Inexpensive 

Poor solvent for polar analytes 
Immisible in water (limitation for aqueous and 

biological samples) 
Initial large investment 

 
A study by Hawthorne and co-authors13 compared four different extraction methods, (i) 
Soxhlet extraction (organic solvents), (ii) pressurized liquid extraction (PLE), (iii) super 
critical fluid extraction (SFE), and (iv) subcritical water extraction (SWE).  The samples 
studied were soil specimens contaminated with polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH).  
The parameters utilized for the different extraction methods are presented in Table 3.1.3.  
The comparison was made in terms of the selectivity and quality of the targeted extracts.  
For the selectivity criteria, it was analyzed how much of the original carbon and nitrogen 
compounds (belonging to the uncontaminated samples) were extracted. From Table 3.1.3 
it can be seeing that SFE requires a much higher operation pressure than the other 
methods, and it requires the second highest temperature. On the other hand, it requires 
considerably less operation time than the most commonly used Soxhlet method.  In terms 
of selectivity, SFE and SWE were the most selective, and SFE left the least amount of 
residue after the extraction. Furthermore, SFE targeted the least amount of C and N 
matrix compounds (non-targeted compounds), as seeing in Table 3.1.4. 
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Table 3.1.3: Parameters for the different extraction methods.13 

 
Table 3.1.4: Comparison of the soil extract characteristics.13 

 
Despite the apparent advantage of SFE in terms of selectivity, SWE seems to be 
generally more effective. Supercritical CO2 can only target non-polar analytes (its relative 
permittivity, εr, only varies between 1 and 2), whereas water (subcritical) can target a 
wide variety of components with different polarities. This property is attributed to the 
variation of the relative permittivity, which varies from 80 at 25 °C to 27 at 250 °C; at 
supercritical conditions the value of εr for water is around 1. This makes subcritical water 
extraction a more “tunable” extraction technique; this area, however, has not been 
extensively explored. 
 
Particle synthesis 
 
Particle synthesis utilizing scCO2 is a promising area given the importance of nano-
materials. Nano-materials are of great interest because their properties can vary 
significantly from those of the bulk material. A few applications of nano-materials 
include catalysts, paints, drug delivery systems, and abrasives among many others.41 
There are several techniques for particle synthesis that vary according to their principle of 
operation.42, 56-59 
 
• Rapid Expansion of the Supercritical Solution (RESS)   

In this method, the compound or substance of interest is dissolved in the scCO2, and 
is allowed to expand through a nozzle or capillary into an expansion vessel. This 
rapid expansion leads to the precipitation of the solute into small particles. This 
method can create highly homogeneous particle size distributions, with the added 
benefit of tunable morphologies by varying the system parameters. A drawback of 
this technique is the limited range of solutes that can be used; the substances have to 
be soluble in scCO2. In addition, large amounts of CO2 are needed even to produce a 
small amount of product. This could make the technique unsuitable for large-scale 
development. 
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• Supercritical Anti-Solvent Crystallization (SAS) 

This method utilizes a conventional solvent in which the solute is dissolved, next the 
solution is saturated with scCO2 thus decreasing the solvating power of the solvent 
and causing the precipitation of the solute into particles. Several significant 
restrictions limit this technique, first of all, the solute is not soluble in scCO2, and 
second, the solvent is immiscible in scCO2. SAS has several modifications depending 
on the execution of the technique; these include Gas Anti-Solvent (GAS), 
Precipitation with Compressed fluid Anti-Solvent (PCA), Aerosol Solvent Extraction 
System (ASES), and Solution Enhanced Dispersion by Supercritical fluids (SEDS). 
Some details of these techniques are summarized in Table 3.1.5.56 In general, SAS 
techniques are limited by poor control of particle morphologies, mainly due to the 
lack of a mechanistic understanding of the techniques. An advantage is that the 
techniques can be carried out in batches thus increasing the output of product. 

 
• Gas-Saturated Solutions (PGSS) 

This process consists of dissolving scCO2 in a melt or liquid suspension of the 
substance or solute of interest after which the suspension is let to expand causing 
particle formation. The particle formation mechanism in this technique is due to a 
combination of a rapid decrease in temperature and the sharp increase of the volume 
of the matrix due to the expanding CO2. One serious limitation for this technique is 
the poor control over particle size, and the possibility of not obtaining nano-particles 
at all. 

 
Energy Considerations 
 
Besides the selectivity criteria for scCO2, the energetic aspect is also important.  Several 
authors have tried to model extraction processes to assess the viability of scale-up 
operations.  In his study, Brunner60 performed a thermodynamic analysis of a prototype 

Table 3.1.5: Summary of particle synthesis techniques.56 

Process Solvent Anti-
solvent Principle 

RESS scCO2 None - Compound is dissolved in scCO2 
- scCO2 solution is expanded over anozzle 

GAS Conventional scCO2 - Compound is dissolved in conventional solvent 
- scCO2 is fed into the solution 

PCA Conventional scCO2 - Compound is dissolved in conventional solvent 
- Solution is discontinually sprayed into scCO2 

ASES Conventional scCO2 - Compound is dissolved in conventional solvent 
- Solution is continually sprayed into scCO2 

SEDS Conventional scCO2 - Compound is dissolved in conventional solvent 
- scCO2 and solution are sprayed simultaneously    
   through a coaxial nozzle 

PGSS Compound None - scCO2 is dissolved in the melt of the compound 
- Solution is expanded over a nozzle 
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supercritical fluid extraction process using CO2.  According to his analysis, an extraction 
process utilizing a feed of 200 tons per year would require 17.5 kton per year of CO2.  
Depending on the process pressure requirements, the amount of energy required will 
vary. A comparison of the energy requirements vs. process pressure is presented in 
Figure 3.1.5. Energy consumption may vary between 140 kJ/kg CO2 with heat recovery 
systems to 350 kJ/kg CO2 without heat recovery. These values were optimized with 
respect to flow rate, and extraction column dimensions and pressure.  
 
Gani and co-authors61 developed a computer simulation program to analyze the energy 
requirements and costs of a fatty esters extraction facility. In their study, an average feed 
of 0.264 ton per year was used. Their energy consumption results yielded an estimate of 
11.7 MJ/kg CO2. This result is almost two orders of magnitude higher than Brunner’s60 
estimate. It is difficult to compare these results without more details of their study. It is 
also possible that this inconsistency is due to the difference of the targeted extract in each 
process. If this is the case, analysis of the prospect of scCO2 becomes extremely difficult, 
and extract dependent. 
 

 
Figure 3.1.5: Energy requirement for a scCO2 extraction process.60 

 
Another approach to determine the energy efficiency of scCO2 extraction technologies is 
to perform a so-called exergy analysis. Smith and co-authors62 performed an exergy 
analysis to a naphthalene supercritical extraction process to determine the optimal 
conditions of operation. Their study suggested that the optimal pressure and temperature 
conditions for naphthalene extraction were 9.1 MPa and 40 °C. At these conditions, the 
exergy loss is around 6 kJ/kg CO2. 
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3.1.4 Catalysis 
 
Introduction 
 
Carrying out catalytic reactions utilizing supercritical fluids as a reaction media offers 
significant advantages over organic solvents. Among these advantages we find increased 
diffusion, increased solubility of reagents, lower viscosity, enhanced mass transfer, 
tunable reaction environment, and the added benefit of using an environmentally benign 
solvent.63-65 
 
Homogenous catalysis 
 
Homogeneous catalytic reactions can particularly benefit from supercritical CO2 as 
reaction media. A measure of the catalytic activity is the turnover frequency (TOF), 
which accounts for the amount of moles of product per mole of catalytic active sites or 
groups per hour. Figure 3.1.6 contains the data for the TOF of hydrogenation reaction in 
different media. When scCO2 is combined with a co-solvent, the TOF more than doubles 
when compared to CH3OH as a media. Other media yields products several orders of 
magnitude less than the scCO2/co-solvent system. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1.6: Turnover frequency for hydrogenation reactions in different media.64 

 
Heterogeneous catalysis 
 
Supercritical CO2 has also been used for heterogeneous catalytic reactions. Different 
parameters for heterogeneous catalytic reactions are presented in Table 3.1.6.63 From the 
table it can be seen how each of the different reactions are affected by utilizing CO2 as 
media. Most of the reactions experience an increase in reaction rate, r, some experience 
an increase in selectivity, S, while only in a few reactions the life of the catalyst was 
extended; all this with the added advantage of avoiding organic solvents.  
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This field encompasses too many reactions and reaction conditions, and research in this 
area will provide valuable results in the future and will probably replace most of the 
organic solvents currently used in the field. 
 
Table 3.1.6: Heterogeneous catalytic reactions in CO2. 

 
 
3.1.5 Environmental remediation 
 
Introduction 
 
Remediation of contaminated sites is a considerable task taking into account how 
expensive current cleanup processes are, and the amount of contaminated sites that exist. 
In 2003 the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) National Priority List (NPL) 
contained more than 1500 sites, at an estimated inclusion average of 28 sites per year.66 
Of these, approximately 142 sites are or will be designated mega sites. A mega site is 
determined to require more than 50 million dollars in total cleanup costs.66 
 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB) 
 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls are synthetic, organic chemicals once widely used in electrical 
equipment, specialized hydraulic systems, heat transfer systems, and other industrial 
products. PCBs are highly toxic and a potent carcinogens, and concentrations of more 
than 50 parts per million of PCBs are subject to regulation under the Toxic Substances 
Control Act (TSCA).67 PCBs and other toxic compounds are an environmental concern 
since millions of pounds have been spilled into the environment. In 2000, the EPA 
proposed a $490 million cleanup of the Hudson River to remove less than 1% of the 
estimated 1.3 million pounds of PCBs.68  
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The techniques currently used for remediation of contaminated sites are expensive or 
only can remove a fraction of the contaminants. Incineration is the most utilized 
technique for PCBs remediation. A comparison of the estimated cost of removal of PCBs 
for different techniques is given in Table 3.1.7. The cost estimates in Table 3.1.7 include 
equipment, utilities, employee wages, raw materials, excavation costs, and depreciation.69 
Incineration is by far the most expensive technique with the added disadvantage that the 
incineration flue gas may contain PCBs that were not destroyed. Furthermore, to 
thermally decompose PCBs in an incinerator would require approximately 4.1 MWth 
which, utilizing methane, would release 1 kton of CO2 a year. Bio-remediation is an 
environmentally benign and relatively inexpensive alternative but it is limited to the 
microorganisms reaching the PCBs contained in the pores of the contaminated soils.  
Supercritical CO2 is proposed as a cheap technique for the removal of contaminants from 
soils. 
 
Table 3.1.7: Cost comparison for the removal of PCBs utilizing different techniques.69  

 
 
 
Design considerations 
 
A schematic of a supercritical CO2 extraction process is presented in Figure 3.1.7. The 
product to be extracted is put to the extractor, and then CO2, and a suitable co-solvent 
(optional), are introduced. At this stage, the targeted substances are dissolved into the 
supercritical/co-solvent mixture and fed to the separation system where the CO2 and the 
co-solvent are let to expand and recycled back into the extractor. One of these co-solvents 
can be supercritical or subcritical water. As discussed in the previous sections, water has 
very selective and strong extraction capabilities. If the scCO2 extraction process is 
coupled with supercritical or subcritical water extraction more substances can be targeted 
in the same extraction process.70, 71 
 
PCB extraction 
 
The schematic presented in Figure 3.1.8 corresponds to a PCB-extraction process.69 This 
process combines scCO2 extraction, with co-solvent, and supercritical water oxidation 
(SCWO). The SCWO part is used to decompose the extracted PCBs. The process can 
handle 50 kton of contaminated soil a year, and would consume approximately 22 kton of 
CO2 a year. This amount compares to the 26 kton of CO2 a supercritical decaffeination 
process consumes a year.72 The process contains three extractors E1, E2, and E3 where 
the soil is processed. This process is designed to recycle CO2 and co-solvents. 
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Table 3.1.8: Proposed scCO2/SCWO combined PCB extraction process.69 
 
The capital cost of putting together such a process was estimated to be around $3.7 
million, and the energy consumption was estimated at around 2 MW.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3.1.7: Schematic of a supercritical CO2 extraction process. 
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3.1.6 Concluding remarks 
 
Supercritical CO2 is being utilized in other applications but it was not possible to explore 
them all. Certainly, a major application is in the homogeneous catalysis field, but its 
feasibility may be limited by the requirement of expensive catalysts.  
 
Some constraints to the utilization of scCO2 may include the high perceived initial 
investments, and the feasibility of scaled-up operations. Nonetheless, the value-added 
products generated may offset these constraints. 
 
Much attention is paid to the energy efficiency of scCO2 processes, and it is regarded as 
an essential part for a viable implementation. Nonetheless, this parameter by no means 
guarantees a successful implementation. For example, current industrial processes such as 
polyethylene polymerization runs continually at pressures of 2000 - 3000 bar (200 - 300 
MPa) and temperatures around 520 K (247 °C).73 As such, energy considerations are 
necessary but may not sufficient. Furthermore, future legislation may include regulations 
over the utilization and handling of CO2, possibly making it an expensive material.  
 
Supercritical CO2 extraction constitutes a clean, selective and environmentally friendly 
process that eliminates or substantially decreases the utilization of organic solvents and 
toxics materials. It is particularly desirable to utilize scCO2 extraction especially when 
dealing with pharmaceutical grade compounds. 
 
Currently, most of the CO2 utilized in industries, other than enhanced fuel recovery, 
comes from the output stream of ammonia synthesis by steam/air reforming.73 Some 
estimates indicate the production of 148 Mton CO2/yr by the ammonia synthesis 
industry.74 Demand for CO2 will determine if its utilization from a coal power plant is 
cost and energetically feasible. 
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4. Chemical utilization 
 
4.1 Carbon dioxide fixation into organic compounds 
 
4.1.1 Introduction 
 
Synthesis of organic chemicals by utilization of CO2 can effectively contribute to both 
develop clean synthetic processes and avoid CO2 emissions. It can be seen as a great 
example of “carbon recycling”.75 Carbon dioxide fixation into organic compounds refers 
to reactions that use the entire molecule. Therefore, the amount of excess energy, if 
required, is usually very low. The products are usually fine or commodity chemicals, 
which are molecules containing functionalities such as: -C(O)O-acids, esters, lactones; -
O-C(O)O-organic carbonates; -N-C(O)O-carbamates; -N-C(O)-ureas, and amides. The 
world capacity of these chemicals is presently around 168 Mton/yr.76, 77 Only a few 
processes are presently on stream even though many ways of utilizing CO2 are known 
today. However, if carbonates, especially dimethyl carbonate (DMC), will be used as 
gasoline additives, a large increase in its production is predictable. Also, if the method of 
carbonate synthesis based on CO2 were to be incorporated, the amount of CO2 used in 
chemical industry would be increased by several tens Mton/yr.76 This analysis is 
consistent with the conclusion made in the early 1990’s of the potential of chemical 
utilization for CO2 mitigation.78 Recycling CO2 was estimated to cut 7 - 10% of the 
excess amount of CO2 in atmosphere.76 
 
4.1.2 Principal industrial processes of CO2 utilization 
 
Urea 
 
Of the processes mentioned in Table 4.1.1, the synthesis of urea and the production of 
salicylic acid by Kolbe-Schmitt reaction have been exploited at the industrial level for 
more than one century. Urea, C(O)(NH2)2, synthesis currently utilizes the largest amount 
of CO2 in organic synthesis. Urea is the most important nitrogen fertilizer in the world. It 
is also an intermediate in production of melamine and urea resins which are used as 
adhesives and bonding agents (Reaction 4-1-1). The production process is described by 
Figure 4.1.1.79 
 
Table 4.1.1: Use of CO2 in the chemical industry for synthesis of organic compounds. 

Industrial processes that utilize 
CO2 as raw material 

World capacity per 
year Amount of fixed CO2 

Urea 143 Mton77 105 Mton77 
Salicylic acid 70 kton76 25 kton76 
Methanol 20 Mton76 2 Mton76 
Cyclic carbonates 80 kton76 ca. 40 kton76 
Poly(propylene carbonate) 70 kton76 ca. 30 kton76 
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Currently, urea is produced all over the world by the synthesis from CO2 and ammonia 
and there is simply no need to replace this process. If urea could be used in the synthesis 
of carbonates according to Reaction (4-1-2), a market increase would be possible. 
 
2 NH3 + CO2 → H2NCONH2 + H2O           (4-1-1) 
2 ROH + H2NCONH2 → (RO)2CO + 2 NH3   Used as a “reactive CO2”    (4-1-2) 
 

 
Figure 4.1.1: Simplified flow diagram of the production of urea.79 
 
Salicylic acid 
 
For the salicylic acid synthesis, there are several different processes among which the 
Kolbe-Schmitt reaction (Reaction 4-1-3) is most widely used.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Salicylic acid is used to synthesize aspirin which is one of the world’s safest and least 
expensive pain relievers and effective treatment for a variety of ailments. There are also 
no major changes to Kolbe-Schmitt reaction technologically. Radiation-induced salicylic 
acid formation from phenol and CO2 is also under investigation, which is part of 
radiation-induced carboxylation technology related to CO2 utilization.80 Studies showed 
that the yield of salicylic acid depends on the absorbed dose, dose rate, and concentration 
of both reaction partners and pH of the solution. 
 
4.1.3 Existing processes of CO2 utilization 
 
4-Hydroxybenzoic acid 
 
4-Hydroxybenzoic acid is an intermediate in the manufacture of plastics, 
pharmaceuticals, pesticides and dyes. The enzymatic synthesis of 4-hydroxybenzoic acid 
(Reaction 4-1-4) has been reported by Aresta and co-authors.81 The selectivity could be 
as high as 100%. 

Kolbe-Schmitt reaction: 
OH

 

O- O- O

O-

OH O

OHNaOH CO2 H2SO4 (CH3CO)2O 

H3PO4

COOH

OCOCH3

Aspirin 

(4-1-3)
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Organic carbonates 
 
Organic carbonates have broad application in the chemical industry as solvents, reagents, 
monomers for polymers and component of special materials. There are three categories of 
carbonates, (i) linear carbonates: dimethyl carbonate (DMC), diallyl carbonate (DAC), 
diethyl carbonate (DEC), diphenyl carbonate (DPC); (ii) cyclic carbonates: ethylene 
carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC), cyclohexene carbonate (CC), and styrene 
carbonate (SC); (iii) polycarbonates: poly-(propylene carbonate) and bis-phenol A-
polycarbonate (BPA-PC). 
 

 
Bis-phenol A-polycarbonate is by far the carbonate that has the largest market (over 1.5 
Mtons/yr)76, and its potential is far from full exploitation.82 World demand is forecasted 
to grow at 9% annually through 2003.83, 84 BPA-PC is used in several industrial sectors, 
the most relevant being the electrical and electronic (38%), followed by the construction, 
automotive, optical and information storage systems, medical, and packaging.85 It is a 
versatile plastic, second (27%) only to polyamides (35%) on the plastic market.86 The 
largest manufacturers of BPA-PC are General Electric Plastics (0.6 Mton/yr), Bayer (0.5 
Mton/yr), and Dow Chemicals (0.3 Mton/yr).76 There is also the potential for a great 
expansion of the market for linear carbonates, especially for DMC that could be used as 
gasoline additive, thus demanding amounts that would be impossible to produce with 
existing synthetic technologies.87 The current DMC production approaches 100 
ktons/yr.76 Increasing the use of DMC as non-toxic solvent and “green” reagent88, and 
using DMC as gasoline additive would easily cause its market to reach the Mton/yr 
size.76 DMC has a great advantage as a combustion promoter agent of gasoline compared 
to other additives used today due to its high oxygen content and low amount of CO2 
emissions. DMC is also an excellent substitute for dimethylsulphoxide in methylation 
reactions and is also active as methoxycarbonylation agent.89 
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Cyclic carbonates are used in the production of polymers. They can also be used in 
lithium batteries, as extractants and reagents. The total production of cyclic carbonates is 
about 100 kton/yr, with Huntsman and BASF as leaders.76 Aliphatic polycarbonates are 
mainly used in electronics industry as sacrificial binders for metals and ceramics due to 
their low ash content and decomposition temperature.90 
 
Ultimately, there is increasing interest in finding a clean synthetic method to produce 
DMC and other carbonates (possibly based on CO2) given the fact that almost the total 
amount of carbonates are currently produced from phosgene, which is a major 
disadvantage. 
 
Cyclic carbonates 
 
There are two commercial routes to synthesize cyclic carbonates: phosgenation and 
carboxylation of epoxides using CO2. The phosgenation of glycols, exploited by SNPE in 
1970, has been the major technology for a long time.91 This technology has a negative 
environmental impact due to the use of phosgene and the production of halogenated 
waste (HCl). To date, no method has been discovered that is superior to the phosgene 
method in terms of reactivity. Currently, the carboxylation of epoxides (Reaction 4-1-5) 
is a fast developing process but research up to now is still a long way from practical 
application. IG Farben’s discovery of the route based on ethylene oxide and CO2 has led 
to the increased interest in the production of alkylene carbonates.92 Compared to 
phosgene, CO2 is much less reactive, therefore this requires the development of a specific 
catalyst to overcome the kinetic barrier of the carboxylation reaction. Among the 
catalysts reported in literature93, 94, alkyl ammonium-, phosphonium- and alkali metal 
halides are extremely effective in providing carbonates with 90 - 99% yields.76 Main 
group metal halide salts95 (MnXm: M-metal of III-V groups; X-Cl, Br, I) have also been 
found catalytically active but high concentration of catalyst is required. In general, these 
processes are carried out under high pressure CO2, 5 MPa, and temperatures ranging from 
97 to 127 °C.76 High yields of cyclic carbonates at atmospheric CO2 pressure by main 
group metal halide salts have also been reported.76, 96 Organometallic halides RnMXm

76, 

97, where R-Me, Et, Bu, Ph; M-Sn, Te, Sb, Bi, Ge, Si; X-Cl, Br, I, are good catalysts. 
Classical Lewis acids, organometallic complexes, e.g., (Ph3P)2Ni, have also been used as 
catalysts.76, 98 Most recently, metal oxides (MgO76, 99, MgO/Al2O3

76, 100, Nb2O5 76, 101, and 
others) have been used as heterogeneous catalysts. The latter have shown a considerable 
life-time and interesting turnover numbers (TON).76 
 
 
 
 
The Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST) devised a two-phase system 
comprising supercritical CO2 and ionic fluid as a new reaction system for selective and 
rapid cyclic carbonate synthesis with the potential for practical application.102 Most cyclic 
carbonate synthetic methods using conventional CO2 fixation methods only produce a 
yield of around 50% at best, even at reaction temperatures of 150 - 200 ºC and with 
reaction times of 4 - 24 hours. The supercritical CO2 plus ionic fluid method, however, 

O

R

+ CO2 O

O

O (4-1-5) 
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produced 100% yield and 100% selectivity even at a reaction temperature of 100 ºC and 
reaction time of only 5 minutes.102 This rivals the conventional phosgene method in terms 
of synthesis capabilities. This development is expected to significantly accelerate the 
production methods for more environmentally friendly engineering plastics, and should 
pave the way for practical application of this technique. Figure 4.1.2 shows the actual 
reactor system and the reaction diagram.  
 
Cyclic carbonates can also be used to synthesize linear carbonates by transesterification 
reactions as shown in Reactions (4-1-6) and (4-1-7). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  
Figure 4.1.2: the rapid and selective synthesis of propylene carbonate by CO2 fixation 
using scCO2 + ionic liquid two-phase reaction system.102 
 
Bisphenol-A-polycarbonates 
 
The conventional way to produce BPA-PC is by interfacial polymerization of BPA and 
phosgene which consists of three steps: (i) phosgenation of BPA to bis-chloroformate, (ii) 
carbonate oligomers from cyclization of bischloroformate, and (iii) ring condensation to 
get BPA-PC. The advantages of this process are high reactivity and high yield under mild 
conditions. The disadvantages of this process are the negative environmental impact due 
to the use of phosgene and the production of halogenated waste (HCl) which could erode 
the equipment. A new synthetic route was developed in order to respond to the 
environmental requirements and to the increasing demand of BPA-PC, which is melt 
transesterification of either DPC or DMC with BPA in a molten state without the 
solvent.102 The process includes three steps: 
 

O O

O

CH3 CH2CH2OH

 
+ CH3OH (CH3O)2CO + HO

OH (4-1-7) 
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1. Prepolymerization of BPA with DPC or DMC,  
2. Crystallization to produce oligomers, 
3. Solid state polymerization. 
 

This process is solvent-free and phosgene-free, and generally offers better quality 
polymers with higher molecular mass, no chlorine, more heat stability, and better 
handling.76 As transesterification is reversible, phenol should be distilled continuously 
under vacuum conditions to facilitate the forward chain growth reaction.76 Furthermore, 
sophisticated equipment is needed to control temperature and pressure.76 The removal of 
volatiles and catalysts becomes difficult due to the melt polycarbonate viscosity76, and 
high temperature induces undesirable chain branching reactions.76 
 
Bayer developed a solvent-free solid state polymerization process which produces BPA-
PC with molecular mass in the range of 15 - 200 kDa.103 In Europe, the technology was 
introduced by General Electric Plastics in the early 1990s.76 Some of the disadvantages of 
this process can be reduced by catalyst optimization; therefore, developing a highly 
active catalyst is the critical point. Vladimir and co-authors104, 105 evaluated the activity of 
various catalysts in the reaction of melt transesterification of DPC and BPA (at 165 °C), 
and found that alkaline-earth and alkaline metals were the most active, and lanthanum 
acetylacetonate (La(acac)3) was a very promising catalyst because of its low activity in 
PC thermal degradation and short reaction time. The current catalysts are lithium, 
sodium, potassium, tetraalkylammonium hydroxides and carbonates.76 
 
Aliphatic polycarbonates 
 
Synthesis of aliphatic polycarbonates from ethylene oxide and CO2 catalyzed by 
ZnEt2/H2O was first discovered in 1969.106  It is the first polymer production involving 
the direct use of CO2.107 It is also a successful example of the exploitation of CO2 in the 
chemical industry as a variety of catalysts were developed.108, 109  Insoluble zinc catalysts 
prepared by reaction of zinc hydroxide or zinc oxide with dicarboxylic acid proved to be 
the most active. Recently, soluble zinc complexes with high catalytic activity have also 
been discovered.110-113 Empower Materials (formerly PAC Polymers Inc.) produces 
aliphatic polycarbonates through ring-opening polymerization of terminal epoxides with 
CO2 using its patented method (U.S. Patent 4,665,136). The method uses zinc adipionate 
as catalyst under operation conditions of 25 - 35 atm pressure and a temperature of 45 - 
55 °C. The polymers are synthesized using corresponding alkyl epoxides and CO2 at 
conditions mentioned above.114 The process is the property of Empower Materials and 
more details are not available. Thorat and co-authors114 investigated the physical 
properties of aliphatic polycarbonates based on the Empower Materials’s method. Li and 
co-authors115 investigated the thermal properties and rheological behavior of a 
biodegradable aliphatic polycarbonate derived from CO2 and propylene oxide by using 
zinc glutarate catalysts. The synthesis of polycarbonates using supercritical CO2 has also 
been reported.116-119 Carbon dioxide-based technologies for the synthesis of polymers 
have a great importance because CO2 could in this way eventually be fixed into long-
lasting compounds that would represent a chemical sequestration of CO2.76, 113 
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Linear carbonates 
 
Linear carbonates are still produced by the phosgene-based technology due to its high 
yield under mild conditions.120 The two-step process is described by Reactions (4-1-8) 
and (4-1-9). 

 
Anhydrous alcohols and COCl2 are required to produce carbonates. Intermediate 
halogenated alcohols need post-treatment and the co-product, HCl, needs to be 
neutralized and disposed. The overall process is energy intensive and demands special 
equipment to avoid environmental and corrosion problems. Currently, more non-
phosgene routes are being developed as illustrated in Figure 4.1.3, all of them being 
catalytic. 
 

 
Dimethyl carbonate 
 
Catalytic oxidative carbonylation of methanol, indicated in Equation (4-1-10), was 
introduced on an industrial scale in the early 1980’s by EniChem in Italy.121 This is 
currently the state of the art commercial process for DMC production.76  The reaction 
proceeds under reasonable conditions (100 - 130 °C, 2 - 3 MPa) with unsupported 
cuprous chloride catalyst suspended in a slurry reactor. DMC selectivity is higher than 
95%, and the main by-products are methyl chloride, dimethyl ether, and CO2. This 
process suffers from limited conversion per pass partly because of catalyst deactivation 

ROH + COCl2 → ROC(O)Cl + HCl                        (4-1-8)

ROC(O)Cl + ROH → (RO)2CO + HCl (4-1-9)

Figure 4.1.3: Phosgene-based, innovative methods for production of linear 
carbonates.76 
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by water, equipment corrosion due to the presence of chloride, and difficulties in product 
separation. 
 
In principle, the use of solid catalysts should overcome corrosion problems and improve 
product recovery.76 Drake and co-authors122 investigated the influence of catalyst 
synthesis method and Cu source on the activity and selectivity of SiO2 supported 
catalysts for the gas-phase oxidative carbonylation of methanol to DMC and found that 
high DMC activity correlated with high Cu dispersion. 
 
UBE successfully implemented a gas-phase technology in early 1990’s.123 The process 
also runs under reasonable conditions (110 -150 °C, 0.1- 2 MPa) with a heterogeneous 
PdCl2-based catalyst supported on activated carbon according to Reaction (4-1-14).76 The 
selectivity of DMC lies in the range of 90 - 95% based on CO and CH3ONO 
consumptions.76 Nitrogen monoxide (NO) can be recycled to regenerate CH3ONO 
according to Reaction 4-1-15. Dimethyl oxalate, methyl formate and methylal are the 
main by-products. 
 

2 CH3ONO + CO → (CH3O)2CO + 2 NO (4-1-14)
2 CH3OH + 2 NO + 1/2 O2 → 2 CH3ONO + H2O (4-1-15)

 
In this gas phase process, DMC synthesis and methyl nitrite regeneration are two separate 
reactions. Thus the formation of DMC is not accompanied by water, which enhances the 
activity and stability of catalyst. However, in both cases the catalysts contain chloride; 
leaching is observed for the heterogeneous system but corrosion seems less crucial than 
in the liquid-phase process.76 The toxicity and handling of methyl nitrite and NO are still 
big concerns.  
 
Transesterification of ethylene carbonate with methanol also produce DMC, co-
producing ethylene glycol according to Reaction 4-1-16. 
 
  
 
 
Homogeneous and heterogeneous acid and base catalysts have been tested at 60 - 150 °C. 
The base catalyst shows higher activity and selectivity.124 Bhanage125 gave a 
comprehensive report on a two-step synthesis of DMC from epoxides, CO2 and methanol 
using various basic metal oxide catalysts. Among the catalysts examined, MgO is the 
most active and selective for both reactions. The selectivity is still low because of 
alcoholysis of the epoxide. The effect of numerous reaction variables on the activity and 
selectivity performance were also investigated.126 The economic advantage of this 
method mainly relies on (i) reactants cost, (ii) enhancement of catalyst productivity, 
separation, recycling, and (iii) higher ceiling conversion by a drift in thermodynamic 
constraints.76  
 
The urea alcoholysis route to afford DMC has been known for decades.127 In this case, 
urea and methanol, catalyzed by tin complexes, are reacted together to form DMC and 

O

O

O
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O
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ammonia according to Reaction 4-1-2. The formation of several side products, which 
results in poor selectivity, is one of the major drawbacks of using this reaction.128 The use 
of homogeneous catalysts also poses catalyst product separation and deactivation 
problems in some cases.87, 128 The yield and selectivity are drastically enhanced by 
running the reaction in a reactive distillation reactor with triethylene glycol dimethyl 
ether ( O

O
O

O ) as a high-boiling solvent. Furthermore, its 
integration with urea facility could optimize ammonia recycling. The overall process 
would allow production of DMC from methanol and CO2.76 
 
Direct synthesis of DMC from CO2 according to Reaction 4-1-17 has also been 
attempted.129 It has been reported that organo-tin compounds88, 130, such as Sn(IV) and 
Ti(IV) alkoxides and metal acetates131, can be used as catalysts. Tomishige and co-
authors132 reported that DMC was synthesized from methanol and CO2 with high 
selectivity using ZrO2 catalysts and found the catalytic activity seemed to be related to 
acid-base pair sites of the ZrO2 surface. Tomishige and co-authors133 further developed 
even more effective CeO2-ZrO2 solid solution catalysts and found that the higher the 
calcination temperature, the higher the activity of the catalyst for DMC formation. The 
major drawback of this process is thermodynamic limitation but removal of water could 
be a solution to this problem. Trimethyl orthoformate, as described in Reaction 4-1-18, is 
used as dehydrated form of methanol to improve DMC production.132 
 

2 ROH + CO2 → (RO)2CO + H2O (4-1-17)
HC(OCH3)3 + H2O → 2 CH3OH + HCOOCH3 (4-1-18)

 
Using trimethyl orthoformate is not economical since this chemical is expensive. DMC 
synthesis from CO2 and methanol was investigated at near supercritical conditions using 
nickel acetate as a catalyst. The yield was 12 times higher than that at non-supercritical 
conditions with 100% selectivity of DMC.134 Wu and co-authors30 investigated direct 
synthesis of DMC on H3PO4 modified V2O5. Under the optimum composition of 
H3PO4/V2O5 with P/V = 0.15 - 0.50, conversion of CH3OH can reach about 2% and the 
selectivity of DMC can reach about 92%. The experimental results showed that the 
crystal phase of the catalyst influenced the reaction yield and selectivity of DMC 
greatly.30 Kong and co-authors135 investigated the photocatalytic reaction for the 
synthesis of DMC from CO2 and CH3OH over Cu/NiO-MoO3/SiO2 catalyst. The results 
showed that the addition of Cu and NiO greatly increased the dispersion of MoO3 on 
SiO2, and Cu and NiO could also disperse evenly on the support. Under the proper 
conditions, the CH3OH conversion was up to 13.9% with DMC selectivity of 90.1%.135 
Cai and co-authors136 investigated the synthesis of DMC from CH3OH and CO2 in the 
presence of CH3OK and CH3I under mild conditions; high yield (16.2%) and selectivity 
of 100% were achieved, which is the highest yield and selectivity among the results 
reported. Investigation results show that CH3OK is an efficient catalyst and CH3I is a 
promoter to the formation of DMC from CH3OH and CO2.136 So far, the direct synthesis 
of DMC from methanol and CO2 is still far from satisfactory and large-scale production 
of DMC is still challenging. 
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Diphenyl carbonate (DPC) 
 
According to EniChem technology, DPC production involves two successive steps137, the 
transesterification reaction between DMC and phenol to produce methylphenyl carbonate 
(MPC) (Reaction 4-1-19) and disproportionation of MPC to produce DPC and DMC 
(Reaction 4-1-20). 
 

C6H5OH + (CH3O)2CO → (CH3O)(C6H5O)CO + 2 CH3OH (4-1-19)

2 (CH3O)(C6H5O)CO →(CH3O)2CO + (C6H5O)2CO (4-1-20)

 
Table 4.1.2 gives a comparison between DMC and traditional phosgene or 
dimethylsulfate-based reaction. Using the DMC-based method, wastes and emissions 
generated are reduced from 1.69 to 0.39 (kg/kg), water usage is reduced from 0.02 
(m3/kg) to virtually zero, and energy use is reduced from 0.04 (kWh/kg) to 0.01 
(kWh/kg). 
 
Table 4.1.2: Comparison between DMC and phosgene or dimethylsulfate-based 
reaction.138, 139 
 Phosgene or DMS DMC 
 Dangerous reagent Harmless reagent 
 Use of solvent No solvent 
 Waste water treatment No waste water 
 NaOH consumption The base is catalytic 
 By-products: NaCl, Na2SO4 By-products: MeOH, CO2 
 Exothermic Slightly or not exothermic 
Wastes & emissions 1.69 (kg/kg) 0.39 (kg/kg) 
Water usage 0.02 (m3/kg) virtually zero 
Energy use 0.04 (kWh/kg). 0.01(kWh/kg) 
 
4.1.4 Prospective uses of CO2  
 
Applications and current production processes of organic carboxylates 
 
The synthesis method for organic carboxylates by the utilization of CO2 has also been 
reported. Based on the actual market of these products, the expansion of CO2 utilization 
is foreseeable if CO2-based technologies will eventually be implemented. Table 4.1.3 lists 
the applications and markets of different carboxylates. Table 4.1.4 gives current 
carboxylate production processes and their drawbacks. 
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Table 4.1.3: Application and market of different carboxylate. 

 Application Market76 
Formic acid Leather and textile industries, 

Adjusting the pH in dyeing of natural and synthetic fibres, 
Coagulation of rubber latex, 
Manufacture of pharmaceuticals, 
Crop-protection agent, 
Silage agent, 
Additive for cleaning agents, 
Leonard Process in steel pickling (large potential market) 
Paper industry (large potential market) 

400 kton/yr

Acetic acid Manufacture of vinyl acetate, cellulose acetate, terephthalic 
acid, dimethyl terephthalate, esters of acetic acid, acetic 
anhydride. 

6 Mton/yr

Oxalic acid Recovery/separation of heavy metals, 
Textile treatment, Metal treatment,  
bleaching agent in leather tanning, 
agrochemical/pharmaceutical production 

190 kton/yr

Long chain 
carboxylates 

Surfactants (preferable to sulphonic acids due to environmental 
issues) 

10 Mton/yr

 
Table 4.1.4: Current processes of carboxylate production and their drawbacks. 

 Current processes Drawback 
Formic acid 1) Oxidation of hydrocarbon 

C4H10 (or naphtha) → CH3COOH + HCOOH 
Less than 20% of the market76 
 

By-product in manufacture of 
acetic acid, insufficient to 
meet the present demand 

 2) Hydrolysis of formamide 
HCOOCH3 + NH3 → HCONH2 + H2O 

HCONH2 + H2O + 1/2 H2SO4 → HCOOH  
+ 1/2 (NH4)2SO4 
Less than 6% of the market76 
 

Disposing large amount of  
ammonium sulfate byproduct 
is not economically and 
environmentally desirable 

 3) Methylformate hydrolysis 
CH3OH + CO → HCOOCH3 

HCOOCH3 + H2O → HCOOH + CH3OH 
Ca. 50% of the market76 
 

Methanol is produced from 
syngas. Syngas production is 
energy intensive. 

 4) Acid hydrolysis 
NaOH + CO → HCOONa 

HCOONa + HX → HCOOH + NaX 
 

NaOH and HX are highly 
corrosive, CO is toxic 
Ca. 24% of the market76 
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NO2 

NO2 

NO2 

H+,H2O 

H2SO4,Ca2+

Acetic acid 1) Fermentation 
Oxidative: C2H5OH + O2 → CH3COOH + H2O 
Anaerobic: C6H12O6 → 3 CH3COOH 

2 CO2 + 4 H2 → CH3COOH + 2 H2O

Low yield, 
Long reaction time 
Ca. 10% of the market79 

 2) Monsanto process140 
CH3OH + CO → CH3COOH 
Ca. 80% of the market79 
 

Catalysts usually contain 
noble metal (Rh, Ir) which is 
expensive, CO is toxic 

 

 

The catalytic cycle of 
Monsanto process79, 140 

Oxalic acid 1) Oxidation of carbohydrates 
Carbohydrate → (COOH)2 + other products 
 

NO2 is toxic, Separation of 
products 

 2) Oxidation of ethylene glycol 
(CH2OH)2 → (COOH)2 
 

NO2 is toxic 
 

 3) Oxidation of propene 
CH3CH=CH2 → (COOH)2 
 

NO2 is toxic 

 4) Dialkyl oxalate process 
2 ROH+2 CO →   (COOR)2 → (COOH)2 
+ 2 ROH 
 

CO is toxic, Acid is corrosive 
to equipment, Separation of 
products 

 5) Sodium formate process 
CO + NaOH → HCOONa 
2 HCOONa    →     (COOH)2 
 

Energy intensive, Uses  
sulphuric acid, Calcium 
sulphate as byproduct 

Long chain 
carboxylates 

1) Oxidation of the corresponding alcohols 
RCH2OH → RCOOH 
 

Negative environmental 
impact 

 2) Hydrolysis of cyano-derivatives 
RCN → RCONH2 → RCOOH + NH3 

Low atom efficiency 

 
Synthesis of formic acid from CO2 
 
Formic acid can be synthesized directly from CO2 and hydrogen according to Reaction 
(4-1-21) with 100% atom utilization. It was first discovered by Farlow and Adkins in 
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1935 by using Raney nickel as the catalyst.141 Different catalysts were also used such as 
zinc selenide and zinc telluride142, ruthenium and palladium complexes. BP Chemicals 
developed a process which includes multiple steps.143 First, a nitrogen base 
(triethylamine) reacts with CO2 and hydrogen in the presence of a ruthenium complex to 
yield the ammonium formate. The formate is then separated from the catalyst and the 
low-boiling constituent. The ammonium formate reacts with a high boiling base, for 
example 1-(n-butyl) imidazole, to yield a formate that can be thermally decomposed. The 
low-boiling base is liberated and distilled, and the high-boiling base recovered.76  
 

CO2 + H2 → HCOOH                                             (4-1-21) 
 
Hydrogenation of supercritical CO2 for synthesis of formic acid is also being 
researched.144 In presence of Ru catalysts, Ru(PMe3)4H2 or Ru(PMe3)4Cl2, CO2 itself can 
be hydrogenated to produce formic acid or formic acid derivatives.145 Using co-solvents 
such as water, methanol or dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) can lead to very high catalytic 
activity.146 Table 4.1.5 compares different catalytic systems for the hydrogenation of CO2 
to formic acid.147 
 
Table 4.1.5: Different catalytic systems for the hydrogenation of CO2 to formic acid.147 

Catalyst precursor Solvent Additives p(H2, 
CO2)a 

T 
(°C) t (h) TON TOFb 

(h−1)
Rhodium        

[RhCl(COD)]2 + dppb DMSO NEt3 20, 20 RT 22 1150 52 
[RhCl(COD)]2 + dippe DMSO NEt3 40 total 24 18 205 11 
[RhH(COD)]4 + dppb DMSO NEt3 40 total RT 18 2200 122 
[RhH(COD)]4 + dppb DMSO NEt3 40 total RT 0.8 312 390 

RhCl(PPh3)3  MeOH PPh3, NEt3 20, 40 25 20  2700  125 
RhCl(PPh3)3 C6H6 Na2CO3 60, 55 100 3  173  58 

RhCl(TPPTS)3 H2O  NHMe2  20, 20 RT 12 3439 287 
RhCl(TPPTS)3 H2O  NHMe2  20, 20 81 0.5  7260
RhCl(TPPTS)3 H2O  NHMe2  20, 20 23   1364

[RhCl(η2-P-O)2]BPh4  MeOH NEt3 25, 25 55 4.2  420 100 
Rh(hfacac)(dcpb) DMSO NEt3  20, 20 25 –  –  1335

[Rh(nbd)(PMe2Ph)3]BF4  THF H2O 48, 48 40 48 128 3 
RhCl3 + PPh3 H2O  NHMe2 10, 10 50 10  2150 215 

Ruthenium        
Ru2(CO)5(dppm)2 Acetone NEt3 38, 38 RT 1 207 207 
Ru2(CO)5(dppm)2  Acetone NEt3 38, 38 RT 21 2160  103 

RuCl3, PPh3 EtOH NEt3, H2O 60, 60 60 5  200 40 
RuH2(PPh3)4 C6H6 NEt3, H2O 25, 25 RT 20 87 4 
RuH2(PPh3)4 C6H6 Na2CO3 25, 25 100 4 169 42 
RuH2(PMe3)4 scCO2 NEt3, H2O 85, 120 50 1  1400 1400
RuCl2(PMe3) 4 scCO2 NEt3, H2O 80, 140 50 47  7200 153 

RuCl(OAc)(PMe3)4 scCO2 
NEt3/ 

C6F5OH 70, 120 50 0.3  31667 95000

TpRuH(PPh3)(CH3CN) THF NEt3, H2O 25, 25 100 16 760 48 
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[Ru(Cl2bpy)2(H2O)2][O3SCF3]2 EtOH NEt3 30, 30 150 8  5000  625 
[(C5H4(CH2)3NMe2)Ru(dppm)]BF4 THF None 40, 40 80 16 8  0.5 

[RuCl2(CO)2]n 
H2O, 

iPrOH NEt3  81, 27 80 0.3  400 1300

K[RuCl(EDTA-H)] H2O –  3, 17  40 0.5 na 250 
[RuCl2(TPPMS)2]2 H2O  NaHCO3 60, 35 80 0.03  320 9600

[RuCl(C6Me6)(DHphen)]Cl H2O KOH  30, 30 120 24 15400 642 
CpRu(CO)(μ-dppm)Mo(CO)2Cp C6H6 NEt3  30, 30 120 45 43 1 

Palladium        
Pd(dppe)2 C6H6 NEt3/H2O 25, 25 110 20 62 3 
Pd(dppe)2 C6H6 NaOH 24, 24 RT 20 17 0.9 

PdCl2 H2O  KOH 110, na 160 3  1580 530 
PdCl2(PPh3)2 C6H6 NEt3, H2O 50, 50 RT na  15 Na 
Other metals        

Ni(dppe)2 C6H6 NEt3, H2O 25, 25 RT 20 7 0.4 
NiCl2(dcpe) DMSO DBU 40, 160 50 216  4400  20 

[Cp*IrCl(DHphen)]Cl H2O KOH  30, 30 120 10  21000 2100
a Unit: atm. In some cases, the pressure of CO2 was not given and was calculated from the total stated pressure minus 
the pressure of H2. 
b The TOF values are not directly comparable to each other because some are at complete conversion and some are at 
partial conversion. They can, however, give an order of magnitude indication. Initial TOF values will be even higher. 
 
Synthesis of acetic acid from CO2 
 
In nature acetogenic bacteria can synthesize acetic acid from CO2. This reaction has been 
mimicked using Ni-systems.148, 149 Another interesting reaction is the direct combination 
of methane and CO2 to produce acetic acid as shown in Equation (4-1-22). Vanadium-
based catalysts were used.150 Activation of the C-H bond is the key step. Although the 
yield is still very low, this process is of great interest from an atom economy point of 
view. 
 

CH4 + CO2 → CH3COOH                                              (4-1-22) 
 
Synthesis of oxalic acid from CO2 
 
Oxalic acid can be synthesized electrochemically from CO2 in non aqueous media.151 As 
shown in Reaction (4-1-23), after the formation of the radical anion CO2

-, two reactions 
compete for its use. One reaction leads to the oxalate dianion, the other leads to CO and 
CO3

2-. The yield and selectivity depend on the current density, solvent, and CO2 pressure. 
A drawback is that the low conductivity of organic media only permits a low current 
density.76 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CO2 + e- → CO2
- -OCO-COO-

 

-OOC-COO-                        i

CO + CO3
2-     ii 

CO2
-

CO2, e-

(4-1-23)
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Synthesis of long chain carboxylates from CO2 
 
Long chain carboxylic acid synthesis by carboxylation of unsaturated hydrocarbons has 
been discovered using transition metal complexes as catalysts152, with Reaction (4-1-24) 
as an example. The formation of carboxylated products is often accompanied by homo-
coupling by-products which can not be neglected. Therefore, to master the coupling issue 
is critical in order to develop possible industrial processes. One reaction that would be of 
industrial interest is acrylic acid synthesis from CO2 and ethylene.152-155 
 
 
 
Other possible processes of using CO2 for organic synthesis 
 
There are other possible processes of using CO2 for organic synthesis. Some of them are 
listed below. 
 
• Synthesis of carbamates. 
• Synthesis of isocyanates. 
• Synthesis of esters and other derivatives (lactones, amides). 
• Insertion of CO2 into C-C bonds. 
• Electrochemical reactions that use CO2. 
• Electro-catalysis by metal complexes. 
• Electrochemical reduction of CO2. 
• Radiation-induced syntheses of intermediates and fine chemicals. 

 
All these processes require developing effective catalysts. Whether we can find 
alternative energy such as solar energy or nuclear energy is also a critical issue. 
 
4.1.5 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion, utilization of CO2 in synthetic chemistry has long been considered by the 
prevalence of the economic over the environmental factor in decision making.76 The new 
attitude towards environmental protection is now making economic and environmental 
issues equally important.76 Carbon dioxide fixation into organic compounds requires no 
or very low amount of energy input. So in most cases, finding an effective catalyst, that 
may drive the reaction with low kinetic barriers, is the key issue. Among the processes 
discussed above, synthesis of organic carbonates from CO2 is the most promising, which 
has the potential to be industrialized in the near future. Some other processes such as 
electrochemical conversion of CO2 and radiation-induced carboxylation technology can 
find justification only when the energy used in the process originates from a source other 
than fossil fuel-fired power stations. 
 
 

COOH+ CO2
(4-1-24)
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4.2 Electrochemical utilization of carbon dioxide 
 
4.2.1 Introduction 
 
A review has been conducted of electrochemical techniques that are proposed as 
pathways to industrial CO2 utilization and is summarized in this report.  No single case 
study has been identified whereby utilization of CO2 is being performed by 
electrochemical means on a commercial or industrial scale.  The central question 
regarding the possible future role of electrochemical methods for converting CO2 into 
value-added chemicals remains open. 
 
Electrochemical utilization of CO2 has been studied for many years. Exploration of 
photosynthesis has occupied a large portion of the study up to the early 1980’s.  As the 
focus of man turned towards his impact on his own environment, CO2 production by 
human activities has become an area of wide concern. Studies on electrochemical 
conversion of CO2 in aqueous and non-aqueous solutions have emerged, indicating much 
promise for the conversion and reduction of CO2.156 
 
An aqueous solution is any solution in which water is the solvent. A classic example of 
an aqueous solution of CO2 is carbonated water made for human consumption. Organic 
solvents are usually flammable materials and may pose certain physical and chemical 
hazards. Consideration of aqueous and non-aqueous solutions is typically discussed in the 
context of liquid solutions. The use of porous electrodes can be employed in conjunction 
with both aqueous solutions and gaseous CO2 mixtures.  Beyond the type of solution 
employed, the appropriate selection of electrode type is an important aspect in all 
electrochemical processes.   

 
4.2.2 Aqueous solutions 
 
A primary reaction product in electrolyses of aqueous solution of CO2 is formic acid.  
The formic acid reaction was reported for the first time in the year 1870 and competes 
with hydrogen evolution in the reduction of CO2.157  A formidable problem in the 
utilization of CO2 in aqueous solution has to do with its low solubility in water at 
standard temperature and pressure.  This means at the surface of the electrode there are 
very small amounts of CO2 available for the reaction to proceed.  For aqueous solutions, 
in order to speed the reaction process along, the pressure must be increased.158  
 
Manipulation of CO2 solubility characteristics is a common theme throughout 
electrochemical studies on CO2 utilization.  The CO2 phase diagram shown in Figure 
4.2.1 shows the corresponding increase of CO2 concentration (e.g. from 0.033 mol/L to 
1.17 mol/L under 60 atm) when the pressure is increased. The point is that the mass 
transfer of reactant to the electrode is virtually unimpeded at the high concentration (or 
pressure) levels. Thus, the advantage in terms of productivity, associated with high 
pressure electrolysis of CO2, may offset apparent energy inefficiencies for production of 
some high value products.159
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Figure 4.2.1:  Pressure-temperature phase diagram for CO2.159 

 
Numerous studies have been performed illustrating the effect of electrochemical 
reduction of CO2 under high pressure on various electrodes in an aqueous electrolyte. 
Table 4.2.1 shows the faradaic efficiencies of CO2 reduction on Group 8-10 metal 
electrodes, which have low overpotentials for hydrogen formation, increased 
substantially at 30 atm of CO2 compared with that at 1 atm of CO2. However, the total 
cathodic current barely increased with increasing CO2 pressure.160 It should be noted that 
the observed efficiencies were recorded for only limited period of times, on the order of 
minutes.  For industrial-scale production, there is still much work required. 
 
Table 4.2.1: The electrochemical reduction of CO

2
 under 30 atm pressure.160 
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4.2.3 Non-aqueous solutions 
 
Electrochemical synthesis involves the application of a voltage potential, in the presence 
of active electrode surfaces, and the resulting flow of electrons drives the oxidation or 
reduction and subsequent recombination reactants, as is the case in aqueous solutions.161  
For non-aqueous solutions, it is still critical for the concentration of CO2 close to the 
electrode surface to remain high.  Alternative solvents are employed which exhibit high 
solubility of CO2.  Dimethyl-formamide can contain up to twenty times more CO2 than 
corresponding amounts of aqueous solutions, such as KHCO3, potassium formate and 
water.  Carbon dioxide in propylene carbonate is eight times more soluble, and in 
methanol five times more soluble.162  This latter solution, in turn, supports CO2 
conversion into methane, ethylene and carbon monoxide.   
 
Solubility of CO2 in methanol is very high under increased pressure.163  The methanol 
reaction is characterized by relatively high pressure and near critical concentrations of 
CO2.  High yields have been shown at very high current densities at the copper cathode 
with an electrolysis time of one minute.164 However, the copper electrode became 
poisoned shortly thereafter.  This dilemma is common with the use of organic solvents.  
Increased CO2 solubility enables operation under large current densities, but low 
electrolytic conductivity leads to high ohmic losses. 
 
A very promising means of utilizing CO2 in electrochemistry for green chemical 
manufacturing is very close to reality for replacement of phosgene.  This is a major 
industrial chemical used to synthesize plastics and pesticides.  At room temperature, 70 
°F (20 °C), phosgene is a poisonous gas.  The replacement chemical for phosgene 
involves indirect synthesis of carbamides and electrochemically generated superoxide 
and CO2 organic carbamates are valuable as synthetic intermediates for chemical and 
biochemical applications. 165, 166 
 
4.2.4 Effect of electrode types and characteristics  
 
Gas evolution in electrochemical cells 
 
The evolution of gas in the electrochemical cell has a strong impact on its performance.  
This can be categorized in three ways. (i) gas bubbles reduce electrolyte conductivity and 
increase ohmic resistance, (ii) bubbles that adhere to an electrode block the surface and 
reduce the area available for reaction, (iii) convection, local heat and mass transfer are 
increased as the bubbles rise. The first two effects tend to reduce the performance of the 
cell; however the latter tends to increase its performance.167  These factors are important 
when considering CO2 reduction into hydrogen/carbon based fuels. 
 
On the basis of work performed by the Kaneco group168, a high efficiency 
electrochemical CO2 to methane conversion method (Reaction 4-2-1) appears to be 
achieved.  They report that methane can be obtained with high faradaic efficiency in 
aqueous solution at less than 0 °C using a copper electrode.  The reduction potential at 
standard temperature, pressure, and equilibrium for CO2 to methane is Eeq° = -0.25 V. 
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CO2 + 8 H+ + 8 e- → CH4 + 2 H2O    (4-2-1) 

 
Figure 4.2.2 shows the proposed reaction mechanism at temperature 269 K (-4 °C).  The 
best current efficiency for methane was 44%. With the decline in temperature, the 
hydrogen formation efficiency decreased significantly.168  
 

 
Figure 4.2.2: Reaction mechanism for the electrochemical reduction of CO2 at a Cu 
electrode in KHCO3 aqueous solution.168 

 
A later study by Salimon and Kalaji169 indicates the reduction of CO2 can occur over a 
wide pH range (2.5 to 9.2) and wide temperature range (0 to 80 °C).  They conclude that 
the amount of CO2 reaching the copper surface is related to the solubility of the CO2 in 
the solution.  Figure 4.2.3 correlates the faradaic efficiencies of products at various 
temperatures. 
 

 
These and other studies indicate that the synthesis of hydrocarbons by the 
electrochemical reduction of CO2 might be of practical interest in fuel production, storage 
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Figure 4.2.3:  The faradaic efficiency during the reduction of CO2 in aqueous solution.169
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of solar energy and production of intermediate material for the petrochemical industry.  
The development of industrial processes to this end must balance the relative importance 
of individual electrode effects with current density, cell geometry, hydrodynamics, and 
the degree of mass transport limitation.167 
 
Porosity of electrodes 
 
Electrode porosity is another means of increasing the reaction rate per unit electrode area.  
By using an electrode with a large surface area per unit volume, the area on which the 
reaction can occur is increased.  Surface areas of 10,000 cm2 for each cubic centimeter of 
electrode volume are attainable.167  The electrolyte supporting the reactants permeates the 
porous matrix structure, which is electronically conductive.  The reactions proceed within 
the porous matrix structure. Fuel cells commonly employ porous electrodes in 
conjunction with gaseous reactants.  
 
Nanotube composite electrodes were recently used to study the electrochemical reduction 
of CO2 to methanol.170 Current efficiencies up to 60.5% were reported (Table 4.2.2).  In 
one study, a platinum electrode was mechanically polished, soaked in a slurry of Al2O3 
and pretreated by electrolyzing in H2SO4 solution.170  This electrode was then placed in a 
mixed solution containing TiO2 nanotubes on which RuO2 had been preloaded.  The 
solvent was left alone to air dry resulting in a nanotube (NT) – nanoparticle (NP) film 
applied to the platinum electrode surface.  
 
Table 4.2.2: Faradaic efficiencies of the electrochemical reduction of CO2 on various 
electrodes.170 

 
 
Along this line, a more recent study shows that CO2 can play an essential role during 
synthesis of carbon nanotubes from carbon monoxide.171  Here a clean wall reactor, made 
of ceramic tube, was mechanically cleaned and baked at 1200 °C to remove all catalyst 
material from the walls. A hot wire generator (HWG) method was used to produce CNTs.  
When pure carbon monoxide was used, no CNTs were produced.  When 1000 ppm of 
CO2 was injected into the clean reactor, CNT formation occurred. Variations on this base 
experiment suggest that CNT length can be increased up to 700 nm with a CO2 increase 
of 1000 ppm over normal background levels. 
 
Gas diffusion electrodes 
 
Gas diffusion electrodes present a possible means to overcome mass transfer limitations 
during electrolysis. These are typically porous electrodes impregnated with electro-
catalytically active metals. They are often deployed in hydrogen-oxygen fuel cells to 
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overcome the low solubility of gaseous reactants. Solid oxide fuel cells are the simplest 
fuel cells and are distinguished by their very high operating temperature (700 to 1000 
°C). They can be operated in reverse to generate hydrogen from CO2 and water; then, 
when there is a demand for electricity, they can reverse cycle to utilize the H2 to produce 
electricity. Fuel cells produce significantly lower rates of CO2 and sulfur dioxide 
emissions when compared to standard fuel burning power generating technologies 
(Figure 4.2.4).172 

 
 

    
Carbon Dioxide (g/kWh)       Sulfur Dioxide (g/kWh) 

Figure 4.2.4:   5kW SOFC pollutant emission rates.173 

4.2.5 Economic and energetic aspects 

From an economic and energetic aspect it appears the choice of electrochemical methods 
are justified only when the electrical energy in the process originates from a source other 
than fossil fuel fed power stations. Many indicate the storage of electrical energy 
produced by solar or nuclear power stations appears to be the most promising options, 
provided the electro-reduction of CO2 will result in a selective formation of a liquid C1 
(or C2) product such as formic acid, methanol or ethanol. For formic acid, low energy 
efficiency and high dilution of product, require at least 50% larger expenditure of 
electrical energy than that associated with the electrolysis of water to hydrogen directly.  
For methanol, the best current efficiency observed is 40%, which is too low for 
commercial feasibility.  However, dense-phase CO2 solvent is also raw material from the 
synthesis. This aspect eliminates the mass transfer limitations that plague 
electrochemistry in ordinary liquids.174, 175  
 

Direct electrochemical CO2 reduction (ECR) methods can be justified only when the 
electrical energy used in the process originates from a source other than fossil fuel fed 
power stations. In the case that cheap and abundant electrical energy become available, 
electrochemical CO2 reduction methods would still have to compete with the well 
established industrial process for electrolysis of water.  This process demands less energy 
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than ECR, and from the point of view of investment costs, is more advantageous.  
However, the electric potential has fundamental superiority over high temperature and 
pressure conditions in enhancing the rates of reduction/oxidation reactions. Therefore, 
development of new electrochemical CO2 reduction methods continues.  Prospects for 
unique future applications are a driving force in this regards. 

 
Products such as formic acid, methanol or ethanol have been generated in small quantities 
using ECR methods. These provide a means to store electrical energy produced by solar 
or nuclear power stations.  Once generated, they are easier to store than hydrogen formed 
through the electrolysis of water.158 However, the eventual use of these products as fuels, 
even in supporting development of the hydrogen economy, does not lead to an overall net 
reduction of CO2 in the environment. 
 
Comparing current electrochemical processes to current industrial processes is difficult 
because very few case studies exist on electrochemical processes being performed at an 
industrial scale. Trying to compete with traditional industrial methods (e.g. 
heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysis) will be very difficult in the short term due to 
heavy research and development costs.  Presently, there is not much motivation to replace 
existing, profitable and proven technologies.  Currently, the small-scale experiments of 
limited duration that have been performed seem to point to improved yields and higher 
product quality but are largely unrealized.  However, some patents are beginning to 
appear which indicate electrochemical utilization methods may be starting to find favor 
with industry segments to the point of commercial deployment.158 

4.2.6 Advantages and disadvantages 

There are apparent advantages for utilizing electrochemical conversion methods (Table 
4.2.3).158  Electrons flowing as current may be regarded as one of the reagents thereby 
simplifying requirements for commercial production.  Reactions may take place in a low-
temperature environment, reducing the local consumption of energy, and reducing the 
risk of corrosion, material failure, and accidental release. Also, reactions may occur on 
low volatility or no-volatility reaction media.  Electrodes can be regarded as 
heterogeneous catalysts that are easily separated from the products. Supporting 
electrolyte and electrochemically active mediator species may be regenerated 
electrochemically and recovered. 
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Table 4.2.3: Formation of formic acid utilizing electrolyses.158 
Advantages Disadvantages 

1. On Amalgamated metals (indium, tin 
lead & mercury) faradaic yields can exceed 
90% 
2.  Under increased CO2 pressure larger 
current densities reached are comparable to 
in. water electrolysis (to form H2 &  O2) 
3.  Formic acid can be relatively easily 
decomposed into H2 and CO2 making it a 
possible hydrogen storage agent. 
4.  High CO2 concentrations can be reached 
at high pressures.  This equates to high 
productivity at high pressures. 

1.  Low energy efficiencies 
 
 
2.  High dilution of product 
 
 
3.  Low solubility of CO2 in aqueous 
solutions 
 
4.  Paradigm shift required for use as an 
alternative energy source. 

 
4.2.7 Key Issues 
 
The use of electrochemical methods for CO2 conversion would prove to be industrially 
viable if a paradigm shift toward alternative energy sources occurred. Many state 
governments are presently working to facilitate this change.  Electrochemical syntheses 
provide a basis for environmentally friendly and sustainable methods for chemical 
production in conjunction with renewable energy development. The Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania is working hard to develop the appropriate government policies to initiate 
the beginnings of such a paradigm shift. Other states and federal policy directives have 
moved significantly in this direction. In Pennsylvania, ACT 213 – The PA AEPS 
(Alternative Energy Portfolio Standards) Program was passed in December 2004.176, 177  
Subsequently, a Final Order published by the PUC (Pennsylvania Utility Commission) 
was developed in October 2005. Presently a second Final Order dealing with “customer 
generation” and like topics is under final review, and expected to be issued early March 
2006.178  Overall, this demonstrates that we are headed in the right direction.  
Electrochemical methods for CO2 utilization have the potential to be feasible in the 
future. 
 
4.2.8 Electrochemical production summary 
 
Carbon dioxide utilization 

•   Promising, but no commercial or industrial electrochemical processes  
    identified as being used up to today. 

•   Non-electrochemical processes superior by today’s standards. 
•   Results to date show high-efficiency but of only limited duration. 
 

Potential products and use 
•   Formic acid, methanol, ethanol – CO2 reduction by alternative pathways. 
•   Ethylene – important feedstock – scCO2 processes are favorable. 
•   Nanofibers170 – uses only very minute quantities of CO2. 
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•   Synthetic replacement for phosgene165 – better accomplished by chemical 
synthesis of organic carbonates. 

 
A paradigm shift toward alternative energy sources would be the single most important 
factor to enhance electrochemical product development utilizing CO2. 
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4.3 Carbon dioxide reforming of methane  
 
4.3.1 Introduction      
       
Carbon dioxide emissions are considered anthropogenic and are estimated at 2 Gton/yr.179 
The drastic changes in the annual temperature cycle of the northern hemisphere and the 
increasing volatility of the global weather patterns have been attributed to the increasing 
concentration of methane and CO2 in the atmosphere originating from the refinery flares 
and the power plant stacks. It is therefore a consideration to prevent the emission of this 
green house gas into atmosphere. Carbon dioxide conversion involves both physical 
processes such as extraction and chemical synthesis. Carbon dioxide is a 
thermodynamically stable molecule180 Therefore, to convert it into useful chemicals, a 
substantial input of energy, catalysts and appropriate reaction conditions are needed. If 
CO2 is used as a co-reactant along with either methane or hydrogen which has a high 
Gibbs free energy, the formation of products is thermodynamically more favorable. 
 
4.3.2 Carbon dioxide reforming of methane 
 
Synthesis gas is a mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. It is currently produced by 
gasification of coal and combusted in gas turbines to get power. Another method to 
produce synthesis gas is steam reforming, which is an endothermic reaction between 
steam and methane, accompanied by an exothermic water gas shift reaction. The 
synthesis gas produced is converted to organic hydrocarbons by Fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis. Instead of supplying heat to the steam reforming process, a partial oxidation 
reaction is also carried out to make it self-sustaining. The air-to-fuel ratio and the water-
to-fuel ratio play an important role in the composition of the product gas. These ratios can 
be adjusted so that the autothermal reactor produces more hydrogen and less carbon 
monoxide needed for hydrogen economy or an appropriate amount of carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen needed for further Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. By maintaining an air-to-fuel 
ratio of 3.5 and water-to-fuel ratio of 2.5 to 4 with the reactor operating 820 – 871 K (547 
- 598 °C) helps to produce more hydrogen and less carbon monoxide for direct use in 
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cells.181 
 
Another possible method to produce carbon monoxide and hydrogen from methane is the 
dry reforming of CO2. The dry CO2 reforming of methane is 20% more endothermic than 
steam reforming of methane (see Reactions 4-3-1, 4-3-2).180, 182 Simultaneously, the 
reverse water gas shift reaction also takes place. Apart from these two reactions, the 
carbon deposit formation also takes place on the surface of the catalyst that prevents 
further reaction. Different authors have studied the heterogeneous catalysis of this 
reaction over catalyst like iridium, nickel, cobalt-nickel combination, ruthenium and 
rhodium with a combination of different supports like silica, magnesia, alumina, ultra-
fine zirconia and lanthanum oxide.180  Nickel catalyzes carbon formation by hydrocarbon 
decomposition and carbon monoxide disproportionation that deactivates the catalyst, but 
it is used in steam reforming reaction as a commercial catalyst. The probable solutions 
found were adding steam to the reactant mixture, reducing the concentration of Lewis 
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acid sites on the catalyst surface and reducing the size of the nickel metal particles. 
Adding cobalt to nickel increases the methane conversion. The conversion reaches a 
maximum for Co/Ni atomic ratio of 0.17.183 This combination is promising for 
simultaneous CO2 and steam reforming of methane to produce synthesis gas. 
 
Molybdenum and tungsten carbide catalysis were prepared and tested.184 They are not 
stable at atmospheric pressure and produced a lower H2/CO ratio than a nickel based 
catalyst and noble metals at 650 ºC and 750 °C. As far as ruthenium, the support played a 
vital role in methane conversion and H2/CO yield.185 Yittria support showed the highest 
methane and carbon dioxide conversion and H2/CO ratio compared to all the other 
supports. Pretreatment of the catalyst with CO2 showed a significant effect on the 
conversion and the ratios. 
 
The reaction mechanism for Reaction 4-3-3 was proposed by Vannice and Bradford.186 
The asterisk (*) represents the active site on the surface of the nickel catalyst. Methane 
adsorbs on an active site where the tetravalency of the carbon atoms is satisfied. Carbon 
dioxide adsorbs and hydrogen undergoes dissociative adsorption on the active site of the 
metal.  The associatively adsorbed CO2 and hydrogen ion react to form carbon monoxide 
and a hydroxyl ion. The hydroxyl ion reacts with the dissociated hydrocarbon CH2.  The 
dissociation of methane and the dissociation of CHxO intermediate are considered to be 
the rate limiting steps. 
 
 CH4 + CO2 ↔ 2 H2 + 2 CO       ∆H0 = 247 kJ/mol   (4-3-1) 
 CO2 + H2 ↔ CO + H2O            ∆H0 = 41 kJ/mol   (4-3-2) 
 
Reaction Mechanism:        (4-3-3) 
CH4 + * ↔ CHx* + (4-x)/2 H2   (Rate limiting step) 
2 [CO2 ↔ CO2*]  
H2 + 2* ↔ 2 H* 
2 [CO2* + H* ↔ CO* + OH*] 
OH* +H* ↔ H2O + 2* 
CHx* + OH* ↔ CHxO* + H* 
CHxO*→ CO* + (x/2) H2      (Rate limiting step)  
3 [CO* ↔ CO + *]  
  
Interestingly, when using a nickel catalyst with Na-Y and Al2O3 as a support, the CO2 
and methane conversions decreased with increasing pressure.187 The conversion of CO2 
was always higher than that of methane at all temperatures and pressures. At 8 wt % 
nickel loading, the conversion of methane and CO2 reaches the maximum. The same 
trend was observed with 2.5 wt % rhodium catalyst with the same support materials.188 
 
It appears that to supply 20% more heat for the dry reforming of one mole of methane 
and to consume one mole of CO2, either additional methane has to be partially oxidized 
or heat should be supplied externally. When it is scaled up to consuming tons of CO2 
produced from the power plant a day, the amount of heat to be supplied to the reactor 
would be of very large magnitude making the process uneconomical. The rate limiting 
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step is the breaking of the CO2 double bonds, which occurs in order to make it more 
active to participate in chemical reactions, thereby making the process less energy 
consuming and economically viable.179 This challenge has prevented the process from 
being commercialized to large-scale. 
 
4.3.3 Methanol from CO2 
 
Currently, methanol is prepared from carbon monoxide and hydrogen (Reaction 4-3-4) 
with a feed ratio of 1:3 by three methods. (i) High pressure synthesis involved a pressure 
of 30 – 35 MPa with a temperature of 360 - 400 °C over ZnO-Cr2O3 catalyst. (ii) Low 
pressure synthesis occurs at 5 – 10 MPa pressure with a temperature of 220 - 350 ºC over 
copper based catalyst. (iii) Fluidized bed which operates at pressure was 5 – 20 MPa with 
a temperature of 300 °C with Zn-B-Cu based catalyst. During the synthesis of methanol 
from CO2 (Reaction 4-3-4), one of the two oxygen atom remains in the product. Four 
hydrogen atoms are added to form methanol; this process is called hydrogenation. This 
process is used in a test plant in Japan in pilot scale to produce 50 kg per day of 
methanol. Cu-ZnO based catalyst with  ZrO2 modified alumina support is used as a 
catalyst.182 The space time yield of methanol is several times higher compared to that 
obtained for synthesis gas conversion. Preparation of multifunctional catalyst Cu-Zn-Cr-
Al through gelation method rather than the conventional precipitation method increased 
the catalytic activity by 50%. Palladium or gallium doped on the catalyst increases the 
activity of catalyst for methanol production. 
 
CO2 + 3 H2 ↔CH3OH  + H2O   ∆H0 =  -52.8  kJ/mol               (4-3-4) 
CO + 2 H2 ↔ CH3OH                ∆H0 =  -128.6  kJ/mol               (4-3-5) 
 
Literature reveals that synthesis gas containing CO2 rather than a mixture of CO2 and H2 
can be converted to methanol with a copper oxide and manganese oxide catalyst at 230 
°C and 1 MPa pressure.189 Rather than alumina or silica support, zirconia support showed 
higher activity. 
 
4.3.4  Dimethyl carbonate from methanol 
 
Dimethyl carbonate is a methylating agent that has two chemically active carbon sites; 
one is the carbon atom in the carbonyl group and the other is the carbonyl atom in the 
methoxy group. Dimethyl carbonate is a biodegradable solvent with low toxicity. With 
two oxygen atoms present, it enhances the octane number of gasoline, thereby, acting as a 
substitute for methyl tertiary butyl ether. 
           
Conventionally, DMC is prepared by reacting phosgene with methanol in concentrated 
sodium hydroxide (Reaction 4-3-6).182  
  
2 CH3OH + COCl2  →  (CH3O)2CO + 2 HCl                 (4-3-6) 
 
The second method is the oxidative carboxylation of methanol with carbon monoxide and 
oxygen in a slurry reaction system catalysed by cuprous chloride (Reaction 4-3-7).182 
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2 CH3OH + CO +1/2 O2 → (CH3O)2CO                  (4-3-7) 
 
The third method is the oxidative carboxylation of carbon monoxide with a palladium 
catalyst and methoxy nitride promoter (Reaction 4-3-8).  
 
CO + 2 CH3ONO → (CH3O)2CO + 2 NO                 (4-3-8) 
 
A non phosgene route to prepare dimethyl carbonate from methanol and carbon 
monoxide is (Reaction 4-3-9).190 
 
2 CH3OH + CO2 → CH3COOCH3 + H2O                 (4-3-9) 
 
Phosphoric acid on zirconia has proven to be an effective catalyst180. Oxides like 
alumina, titania, zeolite and mordenite used with the intention to produce dimethyl 
carbonate ended up producing dimethyl ether. Oxides like silica, tin oxide, yittria and 
gallium oxide did not catalyze the formation of dimethyl carbonate and dimethyl ether. 
Zirconia catalysed the above reaction (Reaction 4-3-9) at 673 K (400 °C).182  Zirconia 
modified with phosphoric acid works well with P/Zr = 0.05 exhibiting the highest 
performance at all temperatures compared to untreated zirconia and other catalysts180. 
With an increase in calcination temperature, the amount of dimethyl carbonate produced 
increases but the BET surface area of the catalyst decreases. 
 
4.3.5 Biodiesel production using methanol  
 
Annually, 33 billion gallons of diesel from the petroleum crude is consumed.191 
Currently, 35.3 billion pounds of vegetable oil and animal fat are produced in the United 
States per year.191 If all the oil and fat are available, this could help meet 14% of the 
current demand for highway diesel. 
       
The transesterification reaction involves (Reaction 4-3-10) the reaction of triglyceride 
with methanol to form glycerol and mixture of fatty acids. The long hydrocarbon chains 
R1, R2 and R3 are alkyl hydrocarbon chains. There are only five chains that are common 
in soybean oil. It is better to have two conversion stages. In the first stage, part of the 
alcohol and catalyst are added at the beginning of each step. The solution is mixed in a 
continuous stirred tank reactor. The glycerol formed is removed and the extract is taken 
to the second stage. By doing so, the amount of methanol spent can be minimized. Water 
and free fatty acid inhibit the reaction.  
 
The transesterification reaction can be either catalyzed by acid or by base depending 
upon the percentage of free fatty acids in the feedstock. Acid catalyzed transesterification 
is slower compared to base catalyzed transesterification. Acid catalysis is used if the 
percentage of free fatty acid is greater than 5% in the feed stock, and base catalysis if the 
percentage is lesser than 5%.191 The glycerol  produced in this reaction is insoluble and 
can be removed by centrifugation. The methyl ester enters the neutralization step where 
acid is added to the biodiesel to neutralize any residual catalyst and to split up soap that 
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may have formed during the reaction. Soap reacts with the acid to form water soluble 
salts and free fatty acids. The soap that is formed in the reactor, if not removed, can 
create emulsion which causes difficulty in separating biodiesel from glycerol. 
 
Transesterification Reaction  (Reaction 4-3-10)              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Triglyceride      Methanol           Glycerol        Mixture of fatty esters 
 

The water washing step eliminates the soap, salt and catalyst from the biodiesel. The base 
catalyzed transesterification takes place at 0.1 MPa and 60 °C with an alcohol-to-oil ratio 
of 6:1.191 
 
4.3.6 Tri-reforming 
 
Tri-reforming is a novel concept proposed by Song co-authors192 to produce H2/CO ratios 
of 1.5 -  2.0, depending upon the process conditions and catalyst. It is a combination of 
three reactions, (i) dry reforming of methane, (ii) steam reforming of methane and (iii) 
partial oxidation reactions. The synthesis gas obtained is a source of  organic chemicals 
that are produced by Fischer-Tropsch synthesis. The three reactions involved in tri-
reforming are given in Reactions (4-3-11), (4-3-12) and (4-3-13). 
 
Dry methane reforming: 
CH4 + CO2  ↔ 2 CO + 2 H2     ΔH0 = 247.3 kJ/mol                                       (4-3-11) 
 
Steam methane reforming: 
CH4 + H2O ↔ CO + 3 H2         ΔH0 = 206.3 kJ/mol                                      (4-3-12) 
 
Partial oxidation: 
CH4 + (1/2) O2 ↔ CO + 2 H2   ΔH0 = -35.6 kJ/mol                                         (4-3-13) 
    
Methane, carbon dioxide, steam and oxygen are the four reactants in tri-reforming. The 
last three reactants are present in the flue gas from the power plants. This shows that the 
flue gas coming out of the coal-fired and natural gas-fired power plant can be used in the 
process of tri-reforming to produce the synthesis gas. The composition of flue gas from 
natural gas-fired power plants demands the addition of methane, while that of coal-fired 
power plants demands the addition of methane, steam and oxygen to produce synthesis 
gas with H2/CO ratio of 2:1. 
 
Tri-reforming reactions are endothermic, but they consume the least amount of energy 
when compared to other processes like dry reforming of methane, and the currently 
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existing steam reforming of methane. To produce synthesis gas with H2/CO ratio of 2, the 
energy requirement for the three processes, dry reforming of methane, steam reforming of 
methane and tri-reforming of methane is calculated and tabulated in Table 4.3.1. In the 
tables below the amount of energy consumed by absorption is also taken into account as 
it is supplied as a reactant to produce synthesis gas with desired ratio. 
 
Thermodynamics 
 
To produce one mole of hydrogen and two moles of carbon monoxide by CO2 reforming, 
conventional steam reforming and modern tri-reforming, the energy consumptions are 
tabulated in Tables 4.3.1, 4.3.2, 4.3.3, and 4.3.4. 
 
Table 4.3.1:  CO2 reforming  H2/CO ratio = 2.192 
Reactions Energy (kJ/mol) 
0.75 CH4 + 0.75 CO2 ↔ 1.5 CO + 1.5 H2 
0.5 CO + 0.5 H2O ↔0.5 CO2 + 0.5 H2 
CO2 from absorption (0.75 x 160) 
Total 

+182.5 
- - -  
+120 
305.25 

 
Table 4.3.2:  Steam reforming  H2/CO ratio = 2.192 
Reactions Energy (kJ/mol) 
0.75 CH4 + 0.75 H2O ↔ 0.75 CO + 2.25 H2 
0.25 CO2 + 0.25 H2 ↔ 0.25 CO + 0.25 H2O 
CO2 from absorption (0.25 x 160) 
Total 

   + 154.5 
   + 10.2 
   +  40  
   204.7     

 
Table 4.3.3:  Tri-reforming  H2/CO ratio = 2.192 
Reactions Energy (kJ/mol) 
0.22 CH4 + 0.22 CO2 ↔ 0.44 CO + 0.44 H2 
0.44 CH4 + 0.44 H2O ↔ 0.44 CO + 1.32 H2 
0.12 CH4 + 0.06 O2     ↔ 0.12 CO + 0.24 H2 
N2 heating from 150° C to 850 C 
Total 

   + 54.34 
   + 90.64 
    - 4.32 
    + 25.5 
   166.16 

 
Table 4.3.4: Energy comparision for three reactions to produce H2/CO  = 2.192  
Process Energy consumed 

(kJ/mol) 
CH4 consumed 
(mol) 

CO2 emission per 
(CO + 2 H2) 

CO2 reforming 
H2O reforming 
Tri-reforming 

305.25 
204.7 
166.16 

0.43 
0.29 
0.233 

0.18 
0.04 
0.013 
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Kinetics of tri-reforming        
 
From Figure 4.3.1, it is evident that the methane conversion increases with an increase in 
temperature for all catalysts. From Figure 4.3.1, it is observed that the ability to enhance 
the CO2 conversion decreases in the order of Ni/MgO > Ni/MgO/CeZrO. This is because 
CO2 interacts with MgO support much better that it does with other supports. Figure 4.3.2 
indicates that at relatively low temperatures (around 700 ºC), steam reforming is better 
compared to CO2 reforming producing more H2 and less CO. At higher temperatures 
(near 850 ºC), CO2 reforming is better compared to steam reforming producing more CO 
and less H2. Relatively low temperatures are preferred to produce synthesis gas for 
chemicals and high temperatures are preferred to conduct tri-reforming for solid oxide 
fuel cells (SOFC) and gas turbine combined cycles.192 
 

 

 
Fig 4.3.1: Methane conversion.192 

v                                                     

 
Figure 4.3.2: CO2 conversion and H2/CO ratios.192 
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4.3.7 Solid oxide fuel cell – gas turbine combined cycle 
 
The anode of the solid oxide fuel cells is a metal ceramic (cermet) made up of nickel on 
yittria stabilized zirconia. The electrolyte is yittria stabilized zirconia which transports 
oxygen anions at high rates and high temperatures. The cathode is a p-type 
semiconductor called lanthanum strontium manganite (La0.84Sr0.16MnO3).193 The H2/CO 
ratio for this solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) is 1.5. Zirconia can also be doped with 
magnesia instead of yittria with some ceria on it. Ni/MgOCeZrO can be used as an anode 
in SOFC, and be operated at 0.3 MPa and 850 ºC. The natural gas, air, and flue gas 
needed for tri-reforming and electrochemical oxidation are compressed to 0.3 MPa at the 
anode part of the SOFC. The heat produced by the electrochemical oxidation in the fuel 
cell will be utilized by the tri-reforming reaction. Air for electrochemical oxidation is fed 
at the same pressure to the cathode. The fuel utilization efficiency in the SOFC is 90%.193 
The unconverted fuel is fed to a gas burner. Oxygen is supplied in the burner to oxidize 
the unconverted carbon monoxide and hydrogen. The temperature in the exhaust of the 
burner is 900 ºC. This hot gas at 0.3 MPa is expanded in a turbine to produce mechanical 
work (Table 4.3.5 and 4.3.6). The downstream pressure in the turbine is 0.12 MPa and 
temperature is 580 ºC.193 The heat in this gas is exchanged with the incoming feed gas 
(Figure 4.3.3).  
 
Table 4.3.5: Mol % of gases in the inlet and outlet of a gas turbine. 

Gas components Inlet mol % Outlet mol % 
CO 
H2 

CH4 
N2 

CO2 
H2O 

1.75 
2.63 
0.248 
42.19 
17.68 
35.45 

- - - 
- - - 
- - -  
47.3 
17.8 
34.9 

 
Table 4.3.6: Power input and output for SOFC-GT combined cycle. 

Type Input Output 
Flue gas compression 
Methane compression 
Air compression 
GT output 
SOFC 

602 kW 
100 kW 
514 kW 

- - - 
- - - 

- - - 
- - - 
- - - 

1205 kW 
2610 kW 

 
Net power output = 2610 + 1205 – 504 – 100 - 602 = 2.59 MWe 
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Figure 4.3.3: SOFC – GT combined cycle.193 

 
4.3.8 Tri-reforming to produce chemicals 
 
Tri-reforming of methane with flue gas from coal-fired power plant 
 
The amount of CO2 emitted from a 500 MW coal-fired power plant is 3.29 Mton of CO2 
a year.194 The four products used for the tri-reforming calculation are methanol, 
hydrogen, ammonia, and urea. The feed needed for the tri-reforming of natural gas 
(reaction 4-3-17) to produce H2/CO ratio equal to 2 is specified in Table 4.3.7 at 0.1 MPa 
and 710 ºC with the catalyst Ni/MgOCeZrO. From the stoichiometric coefficients of the 
reaction, the ratio of amount of synthesis gas produced per mole of CO2 in the original 
flue gas is calculated (. Assuming 90% conversion in the water gas shift reaction, the 
amount of hydrogen produced per mole of carbon dioxide in the original flue gas is 
calculated. For 3.29 Mton of CO2 in the original flue gas, the amount of methanol and 
hydrogen produced per year and the contribution to their world’s capacity is specified in 
Table 4.3.8. Assuming 90% yield in ammonia synthesis and 100 % yield in urea 
synthesis, the annual production of ammonia and urea and their contribution to the 
world’s capacity is specified in Table 4.3.8. 

 
0.431 CH4 + 0.13 CO2 + 0.572 H2O + 0.09 O2 + 0.93 N2 ↔ 

0.095 CH4 + 0.388 CO + 0.776 H2 + 0.078 CO2 + 0.468 H2O + 0.93 N2     (4-3-17) 
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Currently, synthesis gas is produced by steam reforming of methane. Steam reforming of 
methane consumes large quantities of methane fuel and emits large amount of carbon 
dioxide to produce H2/CO mole ratio 2. If the same synthesis gas is produced by tri-
reforming of methane, large amount of carbon dioxide can be prevented from getting into 
atmosphere by consuming less amount of methane. By knowing the amount of methane 
consumed by steam reforming of methane and tri-reforming of methane to produce 
synthesis gas with H2/CO ratio 2 and based on heat of combustion of methane, the 
amount of energy that can be saved tri-reforming is specified in Table 4.3.8. The cost of 
methane is $6.73/MBTU.194 The cost of each product based on tri-reforming of methane 
is tabulated in Table 4.3.9. 
 
Table 4.3.8: Summary of advantages of tri-reforming. 

Flue Gas 
Treatment 

Product % CO2 
Emission 

Avoidance 

% Fuel Saving % World 
Capacity 

Coal     
Tri-reforming Methanol 

Hydrogen 
Ammonia 

Urea 

59.8 
22.8 
34.7 
65.6 

30.5 
72.6 
17 

4.95 
0.29 
4.28 
9.75 

Natural Gas     
Tri-reforming Methanol 

Hydrogen 
Ammonia 

Urea 

50 
24.5 
33.6 
38.6 

25.3 
72.5 
11 

4.56 
0.0825 
1.19 
2.72 

 

 
Tri-reforming of methane with flue gas from natural-gas fired power plant 
 
The amount of carbon dioxide coming out of 400 MWe natural-fired power plant 1.47 
Mton of CO2 a year.194 Under the conditions specified in Table 4.3.8, the flue gas from 

Table 4.3.7: Conditions for tri-reforming with flue gas to produce H2/CO = 2.192  
Kinetic data Feed 

Components Conversion % Components moles 
CO2 
CH4 
O2 

             H2O 

40 
78 
100 
18 

Methane 
Flue Gas 

Steam 
Air 

0.431 
1 

0.482 
0.24 

Table 4.3.9: Economics of products obtained from tri-reforming. 

Product Cost based on 
conventional method194 

Cost based on modern tri-
reforming Process 

Methanol $510 per ton $381 .5 per ton 
Hydrogen $2.4 per kg $1.1 per kg 
Ammonia $290 per ton $236 per ton 
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the natural gas fired plant is reformed to produce synthesis gas (Reaction 4-3-18). As 
discussed above, the calculations were made and tabulated in Table 4.3.8, 4.3.9, and 
Table 4.3.10.  
 
Table 4.3.10:  Conditions for tri-reforming with flue gas to produce H2/CO = 2194 

Kinetic data Feed 
Components Conversion % Components moles 

CO2 
CH4 
O2 

H2O 

40 
78 
100 
18 

Methane 
Flue gas 

 

1.23 
5 
 

 
1.23 CH4 + 0.55 CO2 + 1.1 H2O + 0.15 O2 + 3.2 N2 ↔ 

0.27 CH4 + 1.03 CO + 2.06 H2 +  0.33 CO2 + 0.66 H2O + 3.2 N2     (4-3-18) 
 

 
4.3.9 Conclusion and recommendations  
 
The objective for the utilization of CO2 is to create value-added products and processes.  
Chemical utilization of the CO2 captured from a power plant results in the formation of 
fuels and specialty chemicals. The precursor for these fuels is synthesis gas, which can be 
produced by tri-reforming, consuming at least 40% of the total CO2 produced from the 
power plant. Based on the calculation, it is recommended to replace the existing steam 
reformers with tri- reformers. Mercury in the flue gas emitted from coal-fired power 
plants is of concern when the purity of the chemicals is of importance. Particulate 
removal is necessary when the synthesis gas from the tri-reformer is used in a combined 
cycle. Because of issues in the thermal management of solid oxide fuel cells, modeling 
efforts are required regarding the integration of SOFCs and gas turbine combined cycle 
systems. Presently, research is focusing on reducing mercury from the flue gas emitted by 
coal fired power plants. Developments in separating particles of size less than 5 microns 
from the hot gas are needed to fed the gas into tri- reformer.  Tri-reforming is a very 
promising process and should be pursued by researches in the coming years. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
Table 5.1 displays the amount of CO2 that is utilized by the various proposed methods in 
this study. 
 
Table 5.1:  CO2 utilization amounts for the methods in this project. 

Utilization Method Amount of CO2 
(kton/yr) 

Algal pond system (12 ponds) 1.4 (0.04%) 
Photobioreactor 0.6 (0.01%) 

Supercritical CO2 extraction 0.7 (0.01%) 
Environmental remediation 26 (0.65%) 

Chemical conversion (urea production) 288 (7.20%) 
Tri-reforming of CO2 1300 (32.8%) 

TOTAL 1617 
 
 
5.1 Team conclusions and recommendations 
 
• In this study, it was determined that the most competing technologies are biological, 

supercritical, and chemical utilization of CO2. 
• Despite only a small percentage of CO2 being utilized when compared to the total 

amount emitted by a 500 MW power plant, all the methods investigated in this project 
are recommended for the creation of value from CO2. 

• The choice of utilization method depends mainly on the desired product or process 
improvement. 

• Carbon dioxide utilization is a newly-emerging field with substantial room to expand 
in the future. 

• Due to the flue gas processing (e.g., mercury, arsenic, and particulate removal, etc.) 
that must be performed prior to exploitation; CO2 utilization directly from a coal-fired 
power plant is not currently feasible with the available technologies.  However, it 
may be viable in the future given the development of innovative flue gas cleaning 
methods. 

• Carbon dioxide must be captured, purified and concentrated prior to employment in 
most utilization methods.  
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7. Appendix 
 
The amount of methane needed to produce H2/CO=1.5 is calculated. The amount of air 
needed for electrochemical oxidation of Carbon monoxide and hydrogen is calculated. 
The amount of flue gas needed for tri-reforming is calculated taking into account the 
kinetic information for Ni/MgOCeZrO. 
 
Reaction in the anode 
1.5 H2 + 1.5 O2- → 1.5 H2O + 3 e                                                                            (4-3-14) 
CO    +  O2-  → CO2 + 2e                                                                                         (4-3-15) 
Reaction at the cathode 
O2 + 4e  → 2 O2-  
Pc =  Power of SOFC = 2.61 MWe 
Vc =  Average cell voltage = 0.7 v 
Air usage for electrochemical oxidation of CO = 7.15 x 10-7 x Pc / Vc  
Air usage for electrochemical oxidation of H2 =3.57 x 10-7 x Pc / Vc 
Total air needed for electrochemical oxidation = 28.97 gmoles / s 
For synthesis gas with CO/H2 = 1 : 1.5, oxygen needed for the electrochemical oxidation 
of Co and H2 are 1 : 1.5 respectively 
O2 needed for electrochemical oxidation of CO = 11.588 gmoles /s 
O2 needed for electrochemical oxidation of H2 = 17.382 gmoles /s 
CO needed = 23.176 gmoles / s and H2 needed = 34.764 gmoles / s 
As the fuel utilization efficiency is 0.9,  
CO needed = 25.75 gmoles/s and H2 = 38.63 gmoles/s 
Amount of CO produced from the reactions DMR:SMR:POX = 15.75 :4.29:5.71 
Amount of CO produced from the reactions DMR:SMR:POX = 15.18 :12.42:1.04 
CH4 Conversion = 98% and CO2 Conversion = 74 % 
The reactions involved are  
0.11 CH4 + 0.11 CO2 ↔ 0.22 CO + 0.22 H2 
0.08 CH4 + 0.04 O2   ↔ 0.08 CO + 0.16 H2 
0.0586 CH4 + 0.0586 H2O ↔ 0.0586 CO + 0.1758 H2 
Methane fed = 0.29 kg/s 
Flue gas fed = 2.7 kg/s 
GT Inlet: 
CO = 2.575 gmoles/s, H2 = 3.863 gmoles/s , N2 = 61.92 gmoles/s, CH4 = 0.365 gmoles/s 
CO2 = (0.9x 25.75) + (0.26 x 0.11 x 96.75) = 25.94 gmoles/s 
H2O = ( 0.9 x 38.63) + (0.22 x 96.75 x .813) = 52.07 gmoles/s  
Power output from the gas turbine = 1205 kW 
Composition of the gas coming out of the gas turbine: 
CO2 = 17.8 %    H2O = 34.9%  N2 = 47.3%  
A 2.6 MWe SOFC with 26 mm diameter and 5 mm thick which has power density = 440 
mW/cm2 with average cell voltage = 0.7 V needs 14915 individual cells arranged in 12 
arrays. (1 stack = 60 cells. 1 bundle = 3 stacks. 1 Array = 7 bundles)195 
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Tri-reforming with flue gas from Natural Gas fired Power Plant194 
H2/CO ratio = 2  T = 710 º C   P= 1 atmosphere   Catalyst:  Ni / MgOCeZrO 
CO2 Conversion = 40 %             O2 Conversion = 100 % 
CH4 Conversion = 78 %            H2O Conversion = 18% 
  
Feed:  
1.23 moles of methane 
5 moles of flue gas 
 
1.23 CH4 + 0.55 CO2 + 1.1 H2O + 0.15 O2 + 3.2 N2 ↔ 0.27 CH4 + 1.03 CO + 2.06 H2 +   

                                                                                            0.33 CO2 + 0.66 H2O + 3.2 N2 
 
Methanol Production 
 
Production Capacity  
CO2 emission from a 49% efficient 400MWe   natural gas            =   1.47 x 106 tons/yr194 

power plant 

 
CO2 from the tri-reformer into = 60% of 1.47 x 106                         =   8.82 x 106 tons/yr.  
the atmosphere 
 
Mole ratio of CO/(CO2 in the original flue gas ) = 1.87 
Overall yield in the conversion of CO to CH3OH = 90 % 
 
Annual methanol production if the CO2 in the original = 1.47 x 106 x 1.87 x 0.9 x 32 / 44  
flue gas is converted to methanol                                           = 1.8 x 106 tons of methanol 
 
This contributes to 4.56 % of the total world capacity 
 
Carbon dioxide avoidance: 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR plant     = 0.837 tons CO2/ton methanol  
for the production of methanol  
 
Total CO2 emission           =      [untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from SMR] 
                                          =      (1.5059 x 106) + (1.47 x 106) = 2.975 x 106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance                 =      (1.509 x 106) x 100 / (2.975 x 106)    =    50% 
 

Table 4.3.7 : Data for Conventional Process 194 
Product World capacity  

106 tons/yr 
Fuel Spent 
GJ/mol 

CO2 emitted per ton 

Methanol 39 44.5 0.837 
Hydrogen 440 602 9.21 
Ammonia 155 39 2.2 
Urea 143  0.517 
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Fuels saving in methanol production: 
1.23 moles of CH4 yield 1.03 [CO + 2 H2] which in turn yield 1.03 moles of methanol. 
 
Heat of combustion for methane = 0.891 GJ/kmol Methane based on HHV194 

 
1.8 x 109 kg of methanol consumes 1.07 x 109 kg of methane which is equivalent to 
consuming 59.85 x 106 GJ of energy. 
 
Total energy consumed by conventional methanol synthesis                    =     80 x 106 GJ                       
to produce 1.8 x 109 kg of methanol 
 
% Energy saved           =           (1 - (59.85 x 106)/(80.1 x 106)) x 100      =    25.3 %. 
 
Economics: 
For the annual production of 1.8 x 109 kg of methanol the amount   = 56.69 x 106 MBTU 
of methane spent in terms of energy equivalent by tri-reforming 
 
Price of natural gas = $ 6.73 / MBTU194                    
 
1 MBTU = 1.0556 GJ 
 
Cost based on conventional process to      =      (80.1 x 106 x 6.73 / 1.0556) = $ 510 x 106 

Produce 1.8 x 109 kg of methanol 
 
Cost per ton by conventional process = $ 510 
 
Cost based on tri-reforming = 56.69 x 106 x 6.73 = $ 381.52 x 106   
 
Cost per ton by modern tri-reforming process = $ 381.52 
 
Hydrogen Production: 
 
Production Capacity; 
CO2 emission from a 49% efficient 400MWe   natural gas               =1.47 x 106 tons/yr194 

power plant 
 
CO2 from the tri-reformer into = 60% of 1.47 x 106                            = 8.82 x 106 tons/yr.  
the atmosphere 
 
Mole ratio of (2H2 + CO)/(CO2 in the original flue gas) = 5.62 
Overall yield in the conversion of CO to H2 in water gas shift reaction     = 90 % 
Mole ratio of (2H2)/(CO2 in the original flue gas) = 5.43 
 
Annual hydrogen production if the CO2 in the original    = 1.47 x 106 x 5.43 x 0.9 x 2 / 44  
flue gas is converted to hydrogen                                       = 0.363 x 106 tons of methanol 
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This contributes to 0.0825 % of the total world capacity 
 
Carbon dioxide avoidance: 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR plant     =   9.21 tons CO2/ton hydrogen   
for the production of hydrogen  
 
Total CO2 emission   = [Untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from SMR + WGS] 
                                          =      (3.34 x 106) + (1.47 x 106) = 4.81 x 106 tons/yr 
Mole ratio of (CO + CO2)/(CO2 in the original flue gas) = (1.03 + 0.33) / 0.55 =  2.47 
 
Total CO2 from tri-reforming and WGS = 2.47 x 1.47 x 106 = 3.63 x 106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance                 =                (1- (3.63 x 106) / (4.81 x 106)) x 100     =    24.5% 
 
Fuels Saving in Hydrogen production: 
1.23 moles of CH4 yield 1.03 [CO + 2 H2] which in turn yield 3.09 moles of hydrogen. 
 
Heat of combustion for methane = 0.891 GJ/kmol Methane based on HHV194 

 
0.363 x 109 kg of hydrogen consumes 1.07 x 109 kg of methane which is equivalent to 
consuming 64.37 x 106 GJ of energy. 
 
Total energy consumed by conventional hydrogen synthesis                =    218.5 x 106 GJ                       
to produce 0.363 x 109 kg of hydrogen 
 
% Energy saved      =           (1 - (64.37 x 106)/(218.5 x 106)) x 100     =    72.5 %. 
 
Economics: 
For the annual production of 0.363 x 109 kg of hydrogen amount      = 60.97 x 106 MBTU 
of methane spent in terms of energy equivalent by tri-reforming 
 
Price of natural gas = $ 6.73 / MBTU194                    
 
1 MBTU = 1.0556 GJ 
 
Cost based on conventional process to     =                                $ 2.4/kg gaseous hydrogen 

produce .1 kg of gaseous hydrogen 
 
Cost per kg by conventional process = $ 2.4 
 
Cost based on tri-reforming = 60.97 x 106 x 6.73 / (0.363 x 106)     = $ 1.1/kg gaseous H2   
 
Cost per kg by modern tri-reforming process = $ 1.1 
 
Ammonia and urea Production: 
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Production capacity: 
CO2 emission from a 49% efficient 400MWe   natural gas             =1.47 x 106 tons/yr194 
power plant 
 
CO2 from the tri-reformer into = 60% of 1.47 x 106                        = 8.82 x 106 tons/yr.  
the atmosphere 
 
N2 + 3 H2 ↔ 2 NH3   → 90 % yield     
 2 NH3 + CO2 ↔ NH4CO2NH4    →  NH2CONH2 + H2O → 100 % yield 
 
Annual ammonia production from Hydrogen = (0.363 x 1012 / 2) x 0.9 x (2/3) x 17 
                                                                        = 1.85 x 106 tons of Ammonia 
 
This contributes to 1.19 % of the total world capacity 
 
Annual urea Production rate = (60 / 34) x 1.85 x 106 = 3.27 x 106 tons urea 
 
This contributes to 2.72% of the total world capacity. 
 
Carbon dioxide avoidance: 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR              =   2.2 tons CO2/ton ammonia   
& WGS for the production of ammonia 
 
Total CO2 emission   = [untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from SMR + WGS] 
                                  = (4.07 x 106) + (1.47 x 106) = 5.54 x106 tons/yr 
 
Total CO2 from tri-reforming and WGS               = 2.47 x 1.47 x 106 = 3.63 x 106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance for NH3                    = (1- (3.63 x 106) / (5.54 x 106)) x 100     =    33.6% 
 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR                          =1.25 tons CO2/ton urea   
& WGS for the production of ammonia 
 
CO2 consumed per ton urea = - (44 / 60) x 106                         =.-0.733 tons CO2/ton urea   
 
Net amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR                =   0.517 tons CO2/ton urea   
& WGS for the production of ammonia 
 
Total CO2 emission   = [untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from urea process] 
                                  = (1.69 x 106) + (1.47 x 106) = 3.161x106 tons/yr 
 
Total CO2 from modern process = CO2 from tri-reforming and WGS - CO2 consumed 
                                                     = (3.63 – 1.691) x 106 = 1.939 x106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance for Urea          = (1- (1.939 x 106) / (3.161 x 106)) x 100     =    38.6% 
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Fuels saving in ammonia & urea production: 
1.23 moles of CH4 yield 1.03 [CO + 2 H2] which in turn yield 3.09 moles of hydrogen. 
 
Heat of combustion for methane = 0.891 GJ/kmol Methane  
 
0.363 x 109 kg of hydrogen consumes 1.07 x 109 kg of methane which is equivalent to 
consuming 64.37 x 106 GJ of energy. 
 
Total energy consumed by conventional synthesis                =     39 GJ                       
to produce 1 ton of ammonia 
 
% Energy saved           =           (1 - (64.37 x 106)/(72.15 x 106)) x 100     =    11 %. 
 
Economics: 
For the annual production of 1.85 x 109 kg of ammonia amount     =     60.97 x 106MBTU 
of methane spent in terms of energy equivalent by tri-reforming 
 
Price of natural gas = $ 6.73/MBTU                    
 
1 MBTU = 1.0556 GJ 
 
Cost per ton by conventional process = $ 290 
 
Cost based on tri-reforming = (fuel cost + conversion cost) per ton ammonia 
                                               = (60.97 x 106 x 6.73 / (0.363 x 106)) + 30194 
                                               = $ 251.9    
 
Cost per ton by modern tri-reforming process = $ 251.9 
 
Tri-reforming with flue gas from coal fired power plant: 
 
H2 / CO ratio = 2  T = 710 ºC   P= 1 atmosphere   Catalyst :  Ni / MgOCeZrO 
CO2 Conversion = 40 %             O2 Conversion = 100 % 
CH4 Conversion = 78 %            H2O Conversion = 18% 
  
Feed:  
0.431 moles of methane 
1 moles of flue gas 
0.482 moles of steam 
0.24 moles of air 
 
0.431 CH4 + 0.13 CO2 + 0.572 H2O + 0.09 O2 + 0.93 N2 ↔ 
                           0.095 CH4 + 0.388 CO + 0.776 H2 + 0.078 CO2 + 0.468 H2O + 0.93 N2                                  
 
Methanol Production: 
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Production Capacity; 
CO2 emission from a 45% efficient 500MWe   coal fired              = 3.29 x 106 tons/yr194 
power plant 
 
CO2 from the tri-reformer into=60% of 1.47 x 106                            =1.974 x 106 tons/yr  
the atmosphere 
 
Mole ration of CO/(CO2 in the original flue gas) = 0.9 
Overall yield in the conversion of CO to CH3OH = 90 % 
 
Annual methanol production if the CO2 in the original     =3.29 x 106 x 0.9 x 0.9 x 32 / 44  
flue gas is converted to methanol                                        =1.938 x 106 tons of methanol 
 
This contributes to 4.95 % of the total world capacity 
 
Carbon dioxide avoidance: 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR plant     = 0.837 tons CO2/ton methanol  
for the production of methanol  
 
Total CO2 emission           =      [untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from SMR] 
                                          =      (1.622 x 106) + (3.29 x 106) = 4.912 x 106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance                 =      (1.974 x 106) x 100 / (4.912 x 106)    =    59.8% 
 
Fuels saving in methanol production: 
0.431 moles of CH4 yield 0.388 [CO + 2 H2] which will yield 0.388 moles of methanol. 
 
Heat of combustion for methane = 0.891 GJ/kmol Methane based on HHV194 

 
1.9388 x 109 kg of methanol consumes 1.076 x 109 kg of methane which is equivalent to 
consuming 59.94 x 106 GJ of energy. 
 
Total energy consumed by conventional methanol synthesis                     = 86.2 x 106 GJ                       
to produce 1.938 x 109 kg of methanol 
 
% Energy saved           =           (1 - (59.94 x 106)/(86.24 x 106)) x 100     =    30.5 %. 
 
Economics: 
For the annual production of 1.938 x 109 kg of methanol, amount   =   81.75 x 106 MBTU 
of methane spent in terms of energy equivalent by tri-reforming 
 
Price of natural gas = $ 6.73/MBTU                    
 
1 MBTU = 1.0556 GJ 
Cost per ton by conventional process = $ 510 
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Cost based on tri-reforming = (59.94 x 106 x 6.73)/(1.055 x 1.938x106)  
                                               = $ 227.3    
 
Cost per ton by Modern tri-reforming process = $ 227.3 
 
Hydrogen production: 
 
Production Capacity; 
CO2 emission from a 45% efficient 500MWe   coal fired               =3.29 x 106 tons/yr194 
power plant 
 
CO2 from the tri-reformer into      = 60% of 1.47 x 106                   =1.978 x 106 tons/yr.  
the atmosphere 
 
Mole ratio of (2H2 + CO)/(CO2 in the original flue gas ) = 8.9 
Overall yield in the conversion of CO to H2 in water gas shift reaction     = 90 % 
Mole ratio of (2H2)/(CO2 in the original flue gas) = 8.7 
 
Annual hydrogen production if the CO2 in the original      = 3.29 x 106 x 8.7 x 0.9 x 2 / 44  
flue gas is converted to hydrogen                                       = 1.3 x 106 tons of methanol 
 
This contributes to 0.29 % of the total world capacity 
 
Carbon dioxide avoidance: 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR plant     =   9.21 tons CO2/ton hydrogen   
for the production of hydrogen  
 
Total CO2 emission   = [Untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from SMR + WGS] 
                                          =      (3.29 x 106) + (11.97 x 106) = 15.26 x 106 tons/yr 
Mole ratio of (CO + CO2)/(CO2 in the original flue gas ) = (0.388 + 0.078) / 0.13  
                                                                                                 = 3.58  
 
Total CO2 from tri-reforming and WGS = 3.58 x 3.29 x 106 = 11.78 x 106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance                 =   (1- ( 11.78 x 106 ) / ( 15.26 x 106 )) x 100     =    22.8% 
 
Fuels saving in hydrogen production: 
0.431 moles of CH4 yield 0.388 moles [CO + 2 H2].which in turn yield 1.164 moles of 
hydrogen. 
 
Heat of combustion for methane = 0.891 GJ/kmol Methane  
 
1.3 x 109 kg of hydrogen consumes 3.85 x 109 kg of methane which is equivalent to 
consuming 214.5 x 106 GJ of energy. 
 
Total energy consumed by conventional hydrogen synthesis                =    782.6 x 106 GJ                       
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to produce 1.3 x 109 kg of hydrogen 
 
% Energy saved           =           (1 - (214.5 x 106)/(782.6 x 106)) x 100     =    72.6 %. 
 
Economics: 
For the annual production of 1.3 x 109 kg of hydrogen amount     = 203.3 x 106 MBTU 
of methane spent in terms of energy equivalent by tri-reforming 
 
Price of natural gas = $ 6.73 / MBTU                    
 
1 MBTU = 1.0556 GJ 
 
Cost based on conventional process to     =                                $ 2.4/kg gaseous hydrogen 

produce .1 kg of gaseous hydrogen 
 
Cost per kg by conventional process = $ 2.4 
 
Cost based on tri-reforming = 214.5 x 106 x 6.73 / (1.3 x 106) = $ 1/kg gaseous H2   
 
Cost per kg by modern tri-reforming process = $ 1.0 
 
Ammonia and Urea Production: 
 
Production capacity: 
CO2 emission from a 45% efficient 500MWe   natural gas               =3.29 x 106 tons/yr194 
power plant 
 
CO2 from the tri-Reformer into    = 60% of 1.47 x 106                       =1.974 x 106 tons/yr.  
the atmosphere 
 
N2 + 3 H2 ↔ 2 NH3   → 90 % yield     
 2 NH3 + CO2 ↔ NH4CO2NH4    →  NH2CONH2 + H2O → 100 % yield 
 
Annual ammonia production from hydrogen  = (1.3 x 1012/2 ) x 0.9 x (2/3) x 17 
                                                                         = 6.63 x 106 tons of Ammonia 
 
This contributes to 4.28 % of the total world capacity 
 
Annual urea production rate = (2/3)x(1/2) x 0.9x(1.3 x 106 /2)x60 = 11.7 x 106 tons urea 
 
This contributes to 9.75% of the total world capacity. 
 
Carbon dioxide avoidance: 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR                    =2.2 tons CO2/ton ammonia   
& WGS for the production of ammonia 
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Total CO2 emission   = [Untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from SMR + WGS] 
                                  = (14.586 x 106) + (3.29 x 106) = 17.876 x 106 tons/yr 
 
Total CO2 from tri-reforming and WGS = 11.78 x 106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance for NH3          = (1- (11.78 x 106) / (17.88 x 106)) x 100     =    34.1% 
 
Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR                           =1.25 tons CO2/ton urea   
& WGS for the production of ammonia 
 
CO2 consumed per ton urea = - (44 / 60) x 106                         =.-0.733 tons CO2/ton urea   
 
Net Amount of CO2 emitted by a conventional SMR                  = 0.517 tons CO2/ton urea   
& WGS for the production of Ammonia 
 
Total CO2 emission   = [Untreated flue gas from power plant] + [CO2 from urea process] 
                                  = (6.049 x 106) + (3.29 x 106) = 9.339 x 106 tons/yr 
 
Total CO2 from modern process = CO2 from tri-reforming and WGS - CO2 consumed 
                                                     = (11.78 – 8.5761) x 106   = 3.203 x 106 tons/yr 
 
CO2 avoidance for urea          = (1- (3.203 x 106) / (9.339 x 106)) x 100     =    65.6% 
 
Fuels saving in ammonia & urea production: 
1.23 moles of CH4 yield 1.03 [CO + 2 H2] which in turn yield 3.09 moles of hydrogen. 
 
Heat of combustion for methane = 0.891 GJ/kmol Methane  
 
0.363 x 109 kg of hydrogen consumes 1.07 x 109 kg of methane which is equivalent to 
consuming 64.37 x 106 GJ of energy. 
 
Total energy consumed by conventional synthesis                =     39 GJ                       
to produce 1 ton of ammonia 
 
% Energy saved                    =          (1 - (214.5 x 106)/(258.5 x 106)) x 100     =    17 %. 
 
Economics: 
For the annual production of 6.63 x 109 kg of ammonia amount     = 203.3 x 106 MBTU 
of methane spent in terms of energy equivalent by tri-reforming 
 
Price of natural gas = $ 6.73/MBTU                    
 
1 MBTU = 1.0556 GJ 
 
Cost per ton by conventional process = $ 290 
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Cost based on tri-reforming = (fuel cost + conversion cost) per ton ammonia 
                                               = (203.3 x 106 x 6.73 / (6.63 x 106)) + 30 
                                               = $ 233    
 

Cost per ton by Modern Tri-reforming process = $ 251.9 
 
 
Table 4.3.9: Economics of Products obtained from tri-reforming. 
Product Cost based on Conventional 

method  
Cost based on Modern 
Tri-Reforming Process  

Methanol $ 510 per ton $ 381 .5 per ton 
Hydrogen  $ 2.4 per kg $ 1.1 per kg 
Ammonia $ 290 per ton $ 236 per ton 
  
 
 
 

Table 4.3.9: Summary of advantages of tri-reforming. 

Flue Gas 
Treatment Product 

% CO2 
Emission 
avoidance 

% Fuel Saving % World 
Capacity 

Coal 
Tri - Reforming 

 
Methanol 
Hydrogen 
Ammonia 

Urea 

 
59.8 
22.8 
34.7 
65.6 

 
30.5 
72.6 
17 

 
4.95 
0.29 
4.28 
9.75 

Natural Gas 
Tri-Reforming 

 
Methanol 
Hydrogen 
Ammonia 

Urea 

 
50 

24.5 
33.6 
38.6 

 
25.3 
72.5 
11 

 
4.56 

0.0825 
1.19 
2.72 


